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1.1) Foreword

This Workshop Manual has been prepared to assist the KOEL Authorized distributors/ dealers and 

service workshops to recondition the engine in the correct way. It contains technical assistance and 

guidelines in proper dismantling and assembly of the SL90 engine, with operating clearances and 

tolerances as required correctly assembling and making correct adjustments and settings during 

engine repairs. Detailed instruction and description about basic repairs have been omitted, as it is 

presumed that such vital tasks will be carried out by trained engineers/ technicians, using proper 

tools, tackles and correct procedures as recommended in this manual, taking the responsibility of 

the engine's operating life and their own personal safety. 

When repairing/ overhauling the SL90 engine, it is recommended to use only genuine Kirloskar 

spares thus maintaining the quality and reliability of the engine. 

For routine care and maintenance of the SL-90 engine, please refer to the 'Operation and  

Maintenance Manual'. (Publication No. F6.175.05.0.00) 

This manual is prepared from the current information at the time of its publication. However in 

accordance to the Company's policy of constant product improvements, continuous improvements 

will be carried out on the engine from time to time. However these improvements will be 

communicated through bulletins and subsequently included in the workshop manual during reprint. 

When ordering spare parts for repairs, always mention engine's designated model, with the full 

engine number as punched on name- plate and wherever possible the part list manual's publication 

number. This will help us to supply correct parts within the shortest possible time.

Kirloskar Oil Engines Limited

Laxmanrao Kirloskar Road, 

Khadki, PUNE : 411 003 (India)
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1.2) General Instruction

The SL90 engine may come for a 'Top Overhaul' after about 5000 Hrs., and for a 'Major Overhaul' 

after about 10000 Hrs. provided the engine is property maintained as per the instruction in the SL90 

Operation and Maintenance Manual No. F6.175.05.0.00, along with the prescribed fuel, oil, coolants 

with recommended filters and genuine spare parts. 

It is necessary that the engine should be thoroughly cleaned externally with pressurized water, 

before dismantling. However before cleaning the engine with pressurized water, ensure that all 

points of entry to the engine must be closed, so that water does not enter into the engine. 

For satisfactory results after repairs, the dismantling and assembly of the engine should be done in 

a well-lighted and clean room. 

Dismantling and assembly is convenient and quick, if carried out on a SL90 service trolley Part No. 

F6.950.36.0.00.

Cleaned and useable components must be properly stored properly in trays/ containers to avoid 

damage. Components likely to get rusted due to weather should be treated with recommended anti 

rust oils, or even fresh engine oil. Machined and polished components surfaces should be protected 

from scratching and damage, by storing them properly. 

It is recommended to use correct size standard tools and special tools. An adequate capacity lifting 

device should be used to prevent accidents, injuries and damage to the engine.
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1.3) Engine Description

The Kirloskar SL90 series of engine is a 6 cylinder, vertical in-line, water cooled direct injection, 

compression ignition engine, available in turbo-charged and turbo-charged after-cooled version, 

suitable for Power Generation, Industrial and automotive applications. 

The standard direction of rotation is counter clockwise when looking at the flywheel from the 

flywheel end side. The engine's cylinders are numbered in the ascending order from the flywheel 

end side, with cylinder No.1 being nearest to the flywheel. 

The engine has an integral crankcase and cylinder block for improved rigidity. The cylinder liners are 

wet and of the replaceable type. The engine is of a unit construction design, wit individual cylinder 

liners and heads. Each cylinder has two valves, one for air inlet and on exhaust. The valve nearest 

to the flywheel is the inlet valve followed by the exhaust valve and this sequence continues 

uniformly on all cylinder heads. The cylinder liners are wet type and the replaceable type. 

The Engine Name Plate

The engine number is punched on the nameplate, and is fitted on the crankcase under the exhaust 

manifold for easy accessibility and visibility.

Model Designation

 

6    SL9088    TAI/TA or 

6    SL1500    TAI/TA or 

6    SL8800    TA

Turbocharged after cooled 

 Engine series

Number off cylinders

F6   3005/   07   00150 or

F6   3205/   07   00150 or

F6   3405/   07   00150 or

F6   3605/   07   00150 or

F6  3805/   07   00150

Engine Series     

Application code No.

Year of manufacture

Engine serial No.
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1 Fuel Filter

2 Fuel Pump

3 Fuel Feed Pump

4 Stop Solenoid

5 Dipstick

6 Lube Oil Sump

7 Lube Oil Filter 

Cartridge

8 Lube Oil Cooler

Header

9 Centrifuge Filter 

10 Flywheel Housing

11 Air Cleaner

12 Air Inlet Manifold

13 Oil Filling Cap

14 Charging Alternator

15 Charged Air Pipe 

from CAC

16 Exhaust Manifold 

17 Lube Oil Drain Pipe 

from Turbocharger

18 Lube Oil Supply 

Pipe to Turbocharger

19 Starter

20 Crank Case

21 Charged Air Pipe 

To CAC

22 Gear Casing

23 Radiator with CAC

24 Breather 

25 Thermostat Cover

26 Rocker Cover

27 Expansion Bellow

28 Turbocharger

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11

1213
14

Air Inlet Manifold Side

Exhaust Manifold Side

16
17

18

19 20 21
22 23

24
25

26

27

28

15
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1.5) General Specifications SL90 series engines

Sr. Parameter Unit  6SL9088TA1     6SL9088TA         6SL1500TA1  6SL1500TA  6SL8800TA

No

1 No of cylinders No. 6

2 Cylinder arrangement Vertical in-line

3 Working cycle 4-stroke diesel engine

4 Combustion system Direct Injection

5 Cooling system Liquid cooled

6 Direction of rotation Anticlockwise (looking at flywheel end)

7 Compression ratio 17.5:1 15.5:1

8 Bore mm 118

9 Stroke mm 135
310 Swept volume cm 8860

11 Aspiration Turbocharged After cooled

12 Firing order 1-5-3-6-2-4 (from flywheel end)

13 Starting of engine 24V electric starting

14 B.M.E.P. at 1500 rpm 

and continuous power

15 Maximum operating 

speed

 176(129.5)/ 198(145.7)/ 223(164.1)/ 254(186.9)/ 310(228.1)/ 

16 Hp (kW)/ 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500

- 226(166.3)/ - 279 (205.3)/ -

1800 1800

17 Power consumed by           17 Hp at

radiator fan for 1500 engine

PG engines rpm

18 Fuel Injection 

equipment

19 Nozzle opening

Injection pressure
0BTDC

20 1500 rpm

21 Engine weight  

(Dry) with flywheel, 

SAE1 f.w.hsg. 

and radiator

rpm

Hp (kW)/ 193.6(142.5)/ 217.8(160.3)/ 258.5(190.3)/ 279.4(205.6)/ 341(250.98)/

rpm 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500

Hp

0BTDC

1800 rpm
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Power output for
Power generation 
(Prime)

Power output for
Power generation 
(Standby)

1800

 8 Hp at 1500 engine rpm and 12 Hp at 1800 engine rpm

kg 1300 1400

254
2kg/cm

Make MICO MOTORPAL

- 18 - 20 -

16 12 10

2kg/cm 11.9 13.4 15.1 17.2 20.99

rpm

Fuel Injection timing

(spill cut-off) 



1.6) Tightening  High Tensile Fasteners by Angular  Torque Method

To avoid faulty assembly the following information on tightening of High Tensile fasteners is important. 

The angular tightening procedure differs from the one normally applied. The tightening angle is 

particularly important, hence the figure shown below indicates how the various angles can be readily 

obtained by comparison of the clock face.

12 1
2

3

4
56

7
8

9

10
11

030

0
45

0
60 0

90

0210

Clamp a tommy bar extension in the slot of the angular tool. A specified angle can be turned with reference to 

the graduation stamped on the outer dial of the angular tool or in relation to the Hex Head of the bolt which can 

also be taken as a reference.

During angular tightening following instructions should be adhered to

1. Before fitting the bolt lightly lubricate the threads and the seating face of the bolt head with fresh

engine oil.

2. Hand tighten the bolt till it rests on the seating face of the bolt head

3. Apply the initial torque as shown in the tightening table.

4. Tighten the bolt by angular torque, as required in stages as shown in the tightening table.
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1.7) Tightening Torque Table for SL90 series engines
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Sr. No. Description Size Initial Torque kgm Tightening Method

Tightening with Torque Wrench Tightening with Angular Torque

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

1 Balance weight bolt M16x50 - 25+1 - - - -

0 0 0 02 Main bearing Cap bolt M16x150 6 27+1 - 45 30 30 +10

0 03 Connecting rod bolt M16X1.5X73 5 21+1 - 65 +9 - -

4 Cylinder head bolt Short: M14X139 5 10 14+1 (15.5*) - - -

Cylinder head bolt Long: M14X159 5 10 14+1 (15.5*) - - -

5 Crank pulley bolt M20X1.5X65 - 30+1 - - - -

6 Flywheel bolts M16X45 - 24+1 - - - -

7 Flywheel housing bolts M12X55 - 10.5+ 0.5 - - - -

8 Intermediate gear bolt M14x1.5x65 17+1 - - - - -

9 Nut for injector fork M10 - - 3+ 0.5 - - -

10 Rocker support bolt M10X80 - - 6+ 0.5 - - -

11 Exhaust manifold nut M10 - - 5+1 - - -

12 All Screws / Bolts M10X1.5 3.5 3.5 - - - -

8.8 (Quality) 

13 All Screws / Bolts M8X1.25 2.5 2.5 - - - -

8.8 (Quality) 

* For 6SL 8800 TA



1.8) SL90 series engines Nominal dimensions, Clearances and limits of important components
       (All dimensions are in mm)
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Sr. No. Description Nominal  Dimension Nominal  Dimension

 6SL9088 TA I, 6SL9088 TA, 6SL8800 TA

6SL1500 TA I, 6SL1500 TA 

1 Cylinder Head

1.1 Valve Guide (Inlet and Exhaust)

1.1.1 Valve guide outside diameter. 18.028 to 18.046 18.028 to 18.046

1.1.2 Valve guide bore in cylinder head 18.000 to 18.018 18.000 to 18.018

1.1.3 Valve guide inside bore diameter 12.000 to 12.018 12.000 to 12.018

1.2 Valve stem diameter

1.2.1 Inlet 11.946 to 11.960 11.946 to11.960

1.2.2 Exhaust 11.906 to 11.920 11.906 to 11.920

1.3 Valve stem Clearance in Guide normal

1.3.1 Inlet 0.040 to 0.069 0.040 to 0.069

1.3.2 Limit value 0.3 0.3

1.3.3 Exhaust 0.080 to 0.112 0.080 to 0.112

1.3.4 Limit value 0.5 0.5

1.4 Valve seat insert

1.4.1 Valve seat insert bore in cyl. Head (Inlet) 57.000 to 57.030 57.000 to 57.030

1.4.2 Valve seat insert O.D. (Inlet) 57.127 to 57.140 57.127 to 57.140

1.4.3 Valve seat insert bore in cyl. Head (Exhaust) 54.000 to 54.030 54.000 to 54.030

1.4.4 Valve seat insert O.D. (Exhaust) 54.090 to 54.101 54.090 to 54.101

1.4.5 Depth of valve seat bore 11.600 to 11.700 11.600 to 11.700

1.5 Valve seat angle (Valve seat insert)

1.5.1 Inlet 30 30

1.5.2 Exhaust 45 45

1.6 Valve cone diameter

1.6.1 Inlet 54.9 to 55.1 54.9 to 55.1

1.6.2 Exhaust 50.9 to 51.1 50.9 to 51.1

1.7 Valve seat angle (Valve)

1.7.1 Inlet 29 , 30’ 29 , 30’

1.7.2 Exhaust 44 , 30’ 44 , 30’

1.8 Rim thickness

1.8.1 Inlet 2.5 4

1.8.2 Exhaust 2.1 2.1

1.8.3 Wear Limit 1 1

1.9 Valve recess (Distance between cylinder Head 

face and valve face) - Valve stand-in

1.9.1 Inlet 0.60 to 0.75 0.60 to 0.75

1.9.2 Limit value 2 2

1.9.3 Exhaust 1 to 1.2 1 to 1.2

1.9.4 Limit value 2 2

1.10 Valve Spring

Total no of coils

1.10.1 Inner Spring 9.5 9.5

1.10.2 Outer Spring 6.5 6.5

 0

 0

 0

 0

 0

 0

 0

 0
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Sr. No. Description Nominal  Dimension Nominal  Dimension

 6SL9088 TA I, 6SL9088 TA, 6SL8800 TA

6SL1500 TA I, 6SL1500 TA 

1.11 Valve Spring length

1.11.1 Inner Spring 70.35 70.35

1.11.2 Limit value 67 67

1.11.3 Outer Spring 65.7 65.7

1.11.4 Limit value 62 62

1.12 Cylinder Head Bolt Nominal length

1.12.1 Cylinder Head Bolt long 144.3 to 145 144.3 to 145

1.12.2 Limit value 145.3 145.3

1.12.3 Cylinder Head Bolt short 123.9 to 124.9 123.9 to 124.9

1.12.4 Limit value 125.2 125.2

1.13 Rocker Support

1.13.1 Rocker Support bore diameter 27.200 to 27.221 27.200 to 27.221

1.13.2 Rocker shaft outer diameter in rocker support 27.235 to 27.256 27.235 to 27.256

1.13.3 Interference between rocker shaft and rocker support 0.014 to 0.056 0.014 to 0.056

1.14 Rocker shaft and Rocker lever

1.14.1 Rocker shaft outer diameter for rocker lever 26.959 to 26.980 26.959 to 26.980

1.14.2 Rocker lever bore diameter 27.000 to 27.021 27.000 to 27.021

1.14.3 Clearance between rocker shaft and rocker lever 0.020 to 0.062 0.020 to 0.062

1.15 Cylinder Head surface flatness 0.03 to 0.05 0.03 to 0.05

1.15.1 Limit value 0.006 0.006

1.16 Valve clearance (Cold)

1.16.1 Inlet 0.35 0.35

1.16.2 Exhaust 0.55 0.55

1.17 Valve clearance (Hot)

1.17.1 Inlet 0.35 0.35

1.17.2 Exhaust 0.45 0.45

1.18 Bumping Clearance 0.900 to 1.050 0.900 to 1.050

1.18.1 Gasket thickness 1.25 1.25

2 Cylinder Liner

2.1 Cylinder Liner bore Normal

2.1.1 Group I 118.000 to 118.014 118.000 to 118.014

2.1.2 Group II 118.015 to 118.027 118.015 to 118.027

2.1.3 Wear limit 0.25 0.25

3 Piston

3.1 Piston Diameter 

Group 1 (To be assembled with Liner Group 1) 117.719 to 117.731 117.719 to 117.731

Group 2 (To be assembled with Liner Group 2) 117.727 to 117.739 117.727 to 117.739

3.2 Piston pin bore 45.003 to 45.010 48.003 to 48.010

3.3 Piston pin Outside Diameter 44.995 to 45.000 48.994 to 48.000

3.4 Piston ring groove width

3.5 1st groove 2.885 to 2.915 2.885 to 2.915

Tapper angle 6 6 

Diameter measured over a ball of diameter 2.9 mm 117.69 to 118.262 117.69 to 118.262

3.5.1 2nd groove 3.05 to 3.07 3.05 to 3.07

3.5.2 Oil control ring groove 4.02 to 4.04 4.02 to 4.04

 0  0
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Sr. No. Description Nominal  Dimension Nominal  Dimension

 6SL9088 TA I, 6SL9088 TA, 6SL8800 TA

6SL1500 TA I, 6SL1500 TA 

4 Piston rings

4.1 Side clearance

4.1.1 1st Compression ring 0.052 to 0.107 0.052 to 0.107

4.1.2 Limit value 0.3 0.3

4.1.3 2nd Compression ring 0.060 to 0.10 0.060 to 0.10

4.1.4 Limit value 0.2 0.2

4.1.5 Oil control ring 0.030 to 0.70 0.030 to 0.70

4.1.6 Limit value 0.2 0.2

4.2 Butt gaps (As measured in liner bore)

4.2.1 1st Compression ring 0.25 to 0.50 0.25 to 0.50

4.2.2 Gap limit value 4 4

4.2.3 2nd Compression ring 0.30 to 0.60 0.30 to 0.60

4.2.4 Gap limit value 4 4

4.2.5 Oil control ring 0.25 to 0.55 0.25 to 0.55

4.2.6 Gap limit value 2.5 2.5

5 Connecting Rod

5.1 Big end bore diameter (without shell) 85.000 to 85.022 85.000 to 85.022

5.2 Big end bore diameter with standard shell 80.010 to 80.056 80.010 to 80.056

5.3 Number of under sizes 5 u/s in step of 0.50 5 u/s in step of 0.50

5.4 Minimum Inside Diameter 79.042 to 78.99 79.042 to 78.99

5.4.2 Bearing clearance 0.04 to 0.112 0.04 to 0.112

5.4.3 Limit value 0.4# 0.4#

5.5 Width of bearing 36.7 to 37 36.7 to 37

5.6 Connecting Rod width 48.80 to 48.85 48.80 to 48.85

5.7 Connecting Rod side clearance normal 0.20 to 0.40 0.20 to 0.40

5.7.1 Limit value 0.8 0.8

5.8 Connecting rod small end bore

5.8.1 Connecting rod small end bore without bush 50.000 to 50.022 52.375 to 52.400

5.8.2 Connecting rod small end bore with bush 45.030 to 45.045 48.03 to 48.045

5.9 Clearance Small End bush and Piston pin Normal 0.03 to 0.05 0.03 to 0.051

5.9.1 Limit value 0.15 0.15

6 Intermediate Gear and Support

6.1 Intermediate Gear bore

6.1.1 Intermediate Gear bore without bush bearing 80.000 to 80.030 80.000 to 80.030

6.1.2 Intermediate Gear bore with bush bearing 75.010 to 75.040 75.010 to 75.040

6.1.3 Intermediate Gear Support journal diameter 74.93 to 74.95 74.93 to 74.95

6.2 Clearance Intermediate Gear bush and 

journal diameter Normal 0.060 to 0.110 0.060 to 0.110

6.2.1 Limit value 0.18 0.18

6.3 End play 0.060 to 0.110 0.060 to 0.110

6.4 Backlash

6.4.1 Intermediate Gear to crank gear 0.078 to 0.227 0.078 to 0.227

6.4.2 Intermediate Gear to cam gear 0.106 to 0.277 0.106 to 0.277

6.4.3 Intermediate Gear to fuel pump gear 0.106 to 0.277 0.106 to 0.277

6.5. Backlash

6.5.1 Intermediate Gear (Lube Oil Pump) to crank gear 0.078 to 0.221 0.078 to 0.221

6.5.2 Intermediate Gear (Lube Oil Pump) to (Lube Oil Pump) gear 0.076 to 0.436 0.076 to 0.436
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Sr. No. Description Nominal  Dimension Nominal  Dimension

 6SL9088 TA I, 6SL9088 TA, 6SL8800 TA

6SL1500 TA I, 6SL1500 TA 

7 Camshaft

7.1 Cam bore diameter in crankcase without bushes

7.1.1 Bore 1 (Flywheel end) 69.000 to 69.030 69.000 to 69.030

7.1.2 Bore 2 69.250 to 69.280 69.250 to 69.280

7.1.3 Bore 3 69.500 to 69.530 69.500 to 69.530

7.1.4 Bore 4 69.750 to 69.780 69.750 to 69.780

7.1.5 Bore 5 70.000 to 70.030 70.000 to 70.030

7.1.6 Bore 6 70.250 to 70.280 70.250 to 70.280

7.1.7 Bore 7 70.500 to 70.530 70.500 to 70.530

7.2 Cam bore with bush bearing (finished)

7.2.1 Bearing number 1 Std. (Flywheel end) 64.000 to 64.030 64.000 to 64.030

7.2.1.1 1st Undersize 63.500 to 63.530 63.500 to 63.530

7.2.2 Bearing number 2 Std. 64.250 to 64.280 64.250 to 64.280

7.2.2.1 1st Undersize 63.750 to 63.780 63.750 to 63.780

7.2.3 Bearing number 3 Std. 64.500 to 64.530 64.500 to 64.530

7.2.3.1 1st Undersize 64.000 to 64.030 64.000 to 64.030

7.2.4 Bearing number 4 Std. 64.750 to 64.780 64.750 to 64.780

7.2.4.1 1st Undersize 64.250 to 64.280 64.250 to 64.280

7.2.5 Bearing number 5 Std. 65.000 to 65.030 65.000 to 65.030

7.2.5.1 1st Undersize 64.500 to 64.530 64.500 to 64.530

7.2.6 Bearing number 6 Std. 65.250 to 65.280 65.250 to 65.280

7.2.6.1 1st Undersize 64.750 to 64.780 64.750 to 64.780

7.2.7 Bearing number 7 Std. 65.500 to 65.530 65.500 to 65.530

7.2.7.1 1st Undersize 65.000 to 65.030 65.000 to 65.030

7.3 Camshaft Journal diameter

7.3.1 Journal 1 (Flywheel end) 63.950 to 63.910 63.950 to 63.910

7.3.2 Journal 2 64.200 to 64.160 64.200 to 64.160

7.3.3 Journal 3 64.450 to 64.410 64.450 to 64.410

7.3.4 Journal 4 64.700 to 64.660 64.700 to 64.660

7.3.5 Journal 5 64.950 to 64.910 64.950 to 64.910

7.3.6 Journal 6 65.200 to 65.160 65.200 to 65.160

7.3.7 Journal 7 65.450 to 65.410 65.450 to 65.410

7.4 Diametral clearance camshaft journal and bush 0.05 to 0.12 0.05 to 0.12

7.4.1 Limit value 0.20# 0.20#

7.5 Camshaft End play 0.070 to 0.170 0.070 to 0.170

7.6 Thrust plate thickness 4.940 to 4.970 4.940 to 4.970

7.7 Valve cam lift

7.7.1 Inlet 7.72 7.72

7.7.2 Exhaust 8.58 8.58
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Sr. No. Description Nominal  Dimension Nominal  Dimension

 6SL9088 TA I, 6SL9088 TA, 6SL8800 TA

6SL1500 TA I, 6SL1500 TA 

8 Crankshaft

8.1 Crankshaft bore in crankcase

8.1.1 Crankshaft bore in crankcase without bearing 100.000 to 100.022 100.000 to 100.022

8.1.2 Crankshaft bore in crankcase with bearing (Standard). 95.020 to 95.072 95.020 to 95.072

8.1.2.1 1st Under size (0.05 u/s) 94.970 to 95.022 94.970 to 95.022

8.1.2.2 2nd Under size (0.25 u/s) 94.770 to 94.822 94.770 to 94.822

8.1.2.3 3rd Under size (0.50 u/s) 94.520 to 94.572 94.520 to 94.572

8.1.2.4 4th Under size (0.75 u/s) 94.270 to 94.322 94.270 to 94.322

8.1.2.5 5th Under size (1.00 u/s) 94.020 to 94.072 94.020 to 94.072

8.2 Crankshaft Journal 

8.2.1 Journal Diameter 94.930 to 94.950 94.930 to 94.950

8.3 Hardness 58 + 3 HRC 58 + 3 HRC

8.3.1 Limit value 50 HRC 50 HRC

8.4 Diametral clearance (Crankshaft journals and main bearings) 0.070 to 0.142 0.070 to 0.142

8.4.1 Limit value 0.30# 0.30#

8.5 Journal width 46.3 to 46.339 46.3 to 46.339

8.6 Fillet Radius 4.5 to 5 4.5 to 5

8.7 Crank pin diameter

8.7.1 Pin Diameter 79.930 to 79.950 79.930 to 79.950

8.7.2 Hardness 58 + 3 HRC 58 +  3 HRC

8.7.3 Limit value 50 HRC 50 HRC

8.8 Thrust washer thickness

8.8.1 Standard 2.400 to 2.470 2.400 to 2.470

8.8.2 1st Oversize 2.525 to 2.625 2.525 to 2.625

8.8.3 2nd Oversize 2.650 to 2.750 2.650 to 2.750

8.8.4 3rd Oversize 2.900 to 3.000 2.900 to 3.000

8.8.5 Thrust washer Inside Diameter 103.3 to 103.88 103.3 to 103.88

8.8.6. Thrust washer Outside Diameter 124.62 to 125 124.62 to 125

8.9 Crank pin width 49.05 to 49.2 49.05 to 49.2

8.10 Crankshaft end play normal 0.408 maximum 0.408 maximum 

8.10.1 Limit value 0.8 0.8

9 Crank case

9.1 Liner collar bore at top of crankcase 135.500 to 135.540 135.500 to 135.540 

9.2 Bottom end bore for cylinder liner 134.500 to 134.540 134.500 to 134.540

9.3 Depth of liner collar supporting area 9.920 to 9.960 9.920 to 9.960

9.4 Tappet bore diameter 36.000 to 36.025 36.000 to 36.025

10 Lube oil pump

10.1 Engine Speed (rpm) 2300 2300

10.2 Lube Oil Pump speed (rpm) 2300 2300

10.3 Delivery pressure (bar) with MD 1544 oil type 4.8 to 5.2 4.8 to 5.2

 @ 110  C oil temperature.

10.4 Delivery at 5 bar pressure(LPM) 114 156

11 Water Pump

11.1 Water Pump speed (rpm) 2300 2300

11.2 Discharge (LPM) 330 330

11.3 Delivery Head in (meter) 7.2 7.2

#Bearing replacement is governed by lube oil pressure.



1.9) List of Special Tools

Sr. No Tool Description Tool part No. Tool Photograph / Illustration

1 Engine turning device F6.950.36.0.00

2 Combined engine lifting device F6.950.33.0.00

3 Goniometer for angular Torquing F6.950.28.0.00

4 Extractor for fuel injector F6.950.41.0.00

5 Puller for cylinder liner F6.950.12.0.00

6 Puller for valve seat insert F6.950.27.0.00
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Sr. No Tool Description Tool part No. Tool Photograph / Illustration

7 Puller for driving hub. F6.950.....

8 Puller for crank gear F6.950.30.0.00

9 Mandrel for pressing inlet F6.950.27.0.00

valve guide

10 Tool for press fitting crank shaft F6.950.08.0.00 

deflector Flywheel end.

11 Mandrel for pressing Cam bush F6.950......

12 Piston inserting sleeve F6.950.10.0.00
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For Cam bush 
Nos. 4 to 7

For Cam bush 
Nos. 1 to 3

Push Rod

Cylinder liner locating stepTop side



Sr. No Tool Description Tool part No. Tool Photograph / Illustration

13 Pressing tool for F.W.E. oil seal F6.950.03.0.00

14 Fitting sleeve for F.W.E. oil seal F6.950.42.0.00

15 Pressing tool for G.E. oil seal F6.950.05.0.00
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Sr. No. Tool Description Tool Specification

1 Double ended spanner 10x12 mm

2 Double ended spanner 13x 17 mm

3 Double ended spanner 19x22 mm

4 Double ended spanner 24x27 mm

5 Ring spanner 12x13 mm

6 Ring spanner 14x17 mm

7 Ring spanner 19x22 mm

8 Box Spanner 13 mm

9 Box Spanner 17 mm

10 Box Spanner 27 mm

11 Box Spanner 30 mm

12 Box Spanner 32 mm

13 Adjustable wrench 150 mm

14 Speeder wrench 600 mm

15 Extension 100 mm long

16 Extension 225 mm long

17 Ratchet 300 mm long

18 Screw Driver 150 mm long

19 Ball Hammer 1 kg

20 Teflon Mallet 40 mm diameter

21 Internal circlip pliers 150 mm

22 Cutting pliers 200 mm

23 Torque Wrench EVT600RR 0-7 kgm

24 Torque Wrench                     8-30 kgm

25 Allen Socket 17mm

26 Feeler gauge set 150 mm long

27 Micrometer 0-100 mm

28 Vernier 250 mm

29 Depth gauge 150 mm

30 Dial bore gauge 120 mm

1.10) List of Standard Tools
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1.11) Engine preservation

Most engines will not be commissioned 

immediately after they are dispatch and may 

remain in stock for many months. Engines before 

dispatched from the factory are given 

preservative treatment. Engines not 

commissioned for more than a year from the date 

of dispatch have to undergo preservative 

treatment again.

Properties of Preservative oils

The under mentioned preservative oils are 

products manufactured by reputed oil companies 

in India and should be used in preservation of  

the engine. Where these oil brands are not 

available, suitable or equivalent preservative oils 

available in the market should be selected and 

used. For the correct selection of oils following 

guideline parameters are given.

Recommended Preservatives

The under mentioned preservatives are 

recommended for use on engines which are 

required to be stocked for a prolonged period of 

time. (More than 12 months). Refer 

below.

Preservatives- Lubrication and Fuel system

These are specially formulated running-in oils to 

be used in bench test operation in diesel engine 

Table 

manufacturing plants. These oils control wear 

and tear and rubbing of components particularly 

the bearings, piston rings and cylinder liners'. 

They contain a right balance of anti rust and 

other additives incorporated to prevent internal 

components from rusting for a reasonable time. 

The preservative life of these oils is 

approximately 12 months and hence if the engine 

is required to be kept out of service for more than 

12 months it has to be re-preserved.

Preservatives- Cooling system

These are water based fluids' containing sodium 

nitrite which has rust preventive properties. When 

mixed with water in the correct proportion it forms 

an extremely stable milky emulsion of oil in water 

type.  This when circulated in the cooling system 

leaves a layer of oil on the liner, water jacket and 

water passages of the system.

Caution: Maintain the oils and water ratio 

as prescribed. Excessive preservative oils 

in water will cause formation of emulsion, 

which is harmful to the engine's cooling.

Preservatives- For External 

Polished/Unpainted Surfaces:

These are rust proof solvents for external use 

only. On applying, the liquid evaporates leaving a 

protective coating on the surface.

Manufacturer Engine Lube oil and Engine cooling system Unpainted 

parts fuel system ferrous metal

Bharat Petroleum Bharat Preserve oil 30 Bharat Sherol B Emulsion Bharat Rustrol 

152 with water ratio 1:20

Hindustan Petroleum Autoprun T 120 Koolkit 40.5% Emulsion Rustop 274

 with water

Indian Oil Corporation Servo Preserve 30 or Survo Cut S 20% Emulsion Servo RP 125

Servo 'Run-N' oil 30 with water

Tide water Oil Co. Veedol 30/40 Veedol Amulkut 4 

Mix with water 1:15) -

Castrol India -- -- Rustilo DW 904

or DW 901

*

Recommended Preservatives

* Alternatively 'Suprabha VCI 302' of Suprabha Products can also be used.
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Preservation Procedure

1) Using H.S.D. fuel, run the engine at approx. 

70% of max. rated speed with no load for 

approx. 5 minutes to warm up the engine (In 

case of 'fixed speed' engines like engine for 

Generating set application, it can be run at 

rated speed).

2) After stopping the engine, drain lube oil from 

sump and refill with suitable preservative oil 

3) Run the engine on no load for 3 minutes (for 

engine speed ref. Point 1). During this time 

the preservative will be circulated throughout 

the lube oil system of engine. Stop the engine 

and disconnect diesel fuel supply to fuel 

pump inlet.

4) Prepare a solution of Diesel + Preservative oil 

(5:1 ratio) in a separate tank, and connect 

fuel line from tank, directly to fuel pump inlet 

ensuring gravity feed (by-pass fuel filter).

5) Drain coolant from cooling system and 

thoroughly flush with clean water. The system 

then should be filled with mixture of water 

and any of the cooling system preservatives. 

6) Electrically crank the engine till it fires (In 

case of purely Hand Start engines, hand 

crank the engine using decompressor lever, 

till it fires) and let it run for 30 seconds (during 

this time the diesel in fuel pump gallery and 

high pressure pipes will be displaced by 

Diesel +Preservative oil mixture) stop the 

engine.

Engine speed during above running:

- In case of variable speed engines, the 

engine should be run approximately at 800 to 

1000 rpm.

(Refer Table on page no. 20).

(Refer Table on page no. 20).

- In case of fixed speed engines, i.e. for 

Generating set, Pump set application etc., 

the engine should run at 'no load' and rated 

speed.

7) Close the Air Inlet Manifold (or the Air 

cleaner inlet) and crank the engine by starter 

for 5 to 10 seconds. This will ensure coating 

of Diesel + Preservative oil on the 

combustion chamber surfaces.

8)  Drain preservative oil from oil sump, 

reinstall drain plugs and reconnect fuel filter 

into the fuel pipeline.

9) Drain emulsion of water and preservative 

from cooling system.

10) Treat all unpainted external ferrous metal 

parts with two coats of suitable rust 

preventor  

allowing sufficient time for the first coat to 

thoroughly dry before applying second coat.

11)  All vents i.e. engine inlet pipe, exhaust pipe, 

air cleaner inlet, coolant inlet/outlet, 

crankcase breather etc., to be carefully 

sealed with waterproof paper and waterproof 

adhesive tape.

12) Dipstick on engine to be sealed in place, with 

waterproof adhesive tape.

13) Important "do Not Rotate Crankshaft After 

Above Mentioned Operations".

14) Loosen 'V' Belt tension.

15) Battery for engine starting, should 

disconnected and stored in a cool, dry place 

after ensuring the electrolyte level (Refill with 

distilled water if necessary).It is 

recommended to recharge the battery every 

recommended to recharge the battery every 

30 days.

(Refer Table on page no. 20),
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16) Tag engine to indicate that it has been 

treated with preservatives, and should not be 

turned over until ready to run, due to 

possible reduction of protective film. The tag 

should show the date of treatment and 

validity date.

17) With above preservation procedure, the 

engine can safely be stored for a period of 

12 months maximum. It is preferable to wrap 

the engine in polyethylene bag and store in 

dry shade.

If the engine is to be stored unused for more 

than 12 months, the preservation procedure 

mentioned above should be repeated every 

12 months.

18) Periodically inspect the engine for rust or 

corrosion and take corrective action if any.

 De- preservation of 'Preserved' Engine

1) Remove all the sealing tapes/papers from 

various openings.

2) Remove the rust preventive coating from 

those unpainted-machined surfaces, which 

are interfacing surfaces for the driven 

equipment.

This can be done by using NC Thinner.

3)  Fill recommended grade of lube oil in the oil  

sump up to the 'top' mark of the dipstick. Add 

0.5 lit further for lube oil filter.

4)  Fill the cooling system with 'K Kool Super 

Plus'. 

It is recommended to use Anti-corrosion / 

Descaling additive in the fresh water.

The recommended additives are -

- Aquat 720 (2 cc per litre)

- Nalcool 2000 (35 cc per litre)

In case of low ambient temperatures 
o

(below +5 C) it is necessary to add 

antifreeze mixture to the fresh water in 

1:1 proportion.

5) Fill High Speed diesel and bleed the system.

6) Readjust the V belt tension after checking 

the condition of V belts(s). Replace the V 

belt(s) if necessary.

7) Reconnect a fully charged battery of 

recommended voltage and Amp hr capacity 

ensuring correct polarity connection (where 

applicable).

The engine is now ready for reuse.

Note : During engine commissioning, lubricating 

oil, fuel and coolant can be topped up without 

flushing the preservative from the engine system. 

Only the anti-rust coatings applied externally 

must be removed.
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Sr. No. Consumable Use

1 High Speed diesel oil Engine fuel

Confirming to: - -IS 1460 1995 or  

-BS: 2969-A1 & A2* 

                           (* Note sulphur content)

           -ASTM D 975-81:1D and 2D

            -W-F-800C:DF-A and DF-2     

         -DIN 51 601

          (Sulfur content less than 0 .25%)

2 Lubricating Oils Engine Lubricating oil

'K'oil 20W40 or equivalent recognized brand of oil meeting below specifications l First fill - 23.5 Liter.

Indian Standard American European Standard lOil change - 21 Liter.

IS 13656:1993 U.S.Military API CCMC

EDL-2 MIL-L-5199B CD/CD+ -

- MIL-L-2104C GE/CF+ -

EDL-3 MIL-L-2104C Plus CF-4 D4

EDL-4 - - Higher grade D5

3 Coolant Addetives to be mixed with water in Radiator to improve cooling Engine Coolant

-  and to protect water jackets from rusting.

-   Servo Kool

4 Thread lock Prevents low torque bolts from getting loose. Should be use on Thread sealant.

-  Loctite   242 a) Oil sump bolts. b) Oil seal housing. c) Gear cover.   

-  Anabond d) Rocker cover.

5 Sealing compound Sealing compound to prevent water or oil seepage between to For proper sealing

-Zeelac metallic joints.

-Loctite - Liner fitting in crankcase.

6 Gasket sealing  compound To be used where chances of leakages is there due to splashing etc. Gasket sealant

-Silastic -Sump joint

-Permatex  Ultra  Blue -  Water pump and Volute casing  

 K-Kool Super Plus

Consumables
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No. Topic Page 

2.1

Cleaning and Inspection of parts 16 - 20

2.3 Assembly 21 - 25

Dismantling Instructions 1 - 15

2.2

Top Overhauling



2) Top Overhauling

2.1) Dismantling Instructions

- Disconnect the battery. Remove it and store it 

in a dry place, on a wooden plank.

(Refer to Inspection & Service procedure     

No.- 4.33)

- Disconnect the fuel line from the engine feed 

pump on fuel pump

- Disconnect wiring from the alternator.

- Disconnect wiring from the starter.
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- Disconnect the rubber hose,  connecting the 

air cleaner to the Turbocharger. Remove the 

hose and check. If found cracked or damaged 

discard it.

- Disconnect the rubber hoses on Charge Air 

Cooler inlet and outlet pipe.

- Remove the Radiator pressure cap and then   

Drain out water from the radiator. (Where 

coolant is used, collect it in a container for 

reuse again)
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- Disconnect the combined Radiator and 

Charge Air Cooler from the engine, discard 

the old hoses. Remove the Radiator and 

Charge Air Cooler with the help of lifting 

tackle.

- Remove the radiator fan.

- Drain the Lubricating oil from the sump, 

Discard the 'O' ring of the drain plug.
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- Remove the Air cleaner assembly from the 

mounting bracket.

- Disconnect the expansion bellow and discard 

the joints.

- Disconnect and remove the exhaust bend  

with the bracket.
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- Remove fan belt and if worn or damaged, 

discard it.

- Remove the alternator belt and if worn or 

damaged, discard it.

- Remove the Air Cleaner hose, discard the old 

hose. 

- Disconnect the air pipe between Turbocharger 

and Charge air cooler
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- Disconnect the lube oil inlet pipe to 

turbocharger.

- Disconnect the lube oil drain pipe to 

turbocharger.

- Disconnect the turbocharger from the exhaust 

manifold. Discard the joint.

- Remove the Exhaust manifold. Discard old 

joints.
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- Remove the venting pipe arrangement from 

cylinder heads. Discard the sealing washers.

- Disconnect fuel return pipe. Discard the 

sealing washers.

- Disconnect the fuel inlet pipe on feed pump.

Discard the sealing washers.
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manifold. Remove the sealing rings and 

discard them.
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- Remove the fuel filter.

- Remove the Alternator from the engine give it 

to a competent Auto Electrician for checking 

and recondition.(Refer to Inspection & Service 

procedure No.- 4.33)

- Disconnect the high pressure pipe on injectors 

and on the fuel pump.
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- To avoid the ingress of dust inside cover the 

fuel pump openings with a piece of clean 

plastic sheet and tie the ends. Alternatively 

use plastic caps.

- To avoid the ingress of dust inside cover the 

HP pipe openings with a piece of clean plastic 

sheet and tie the ends. Alternatively use 

plastic caps. 

- Remove the injector leak off pipe and discard 

the copper washers.

- To avoid the ingress of dust inside cover the 

Nozzle leak off  pipe openings with a piece of 

clean plastic sheet and tie the ends. 

Alternatively use plastic caps.
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- Remove the injector fork and remove 

injectors from the heads. If the injector is stuck 

in the head, remove it with the help of Injector 

extracting tool F6.950.41.0.00.  Remove and 

discard the nozzle sealing washers.

- Remove the Air pipe between the  Charge air 

cooler and Air inlet manifold.

- Disconnect and remove the air inlet manifold. 

- Discard the old joints.

- Send the injector to an authorized MICO -

dealer for Reconditioning. 

- If the sealing washer is stuck in the head, 

remove the washer with the help of tool no 

3H.950.15.0.00 
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- Remove the rocker covers and 

     discard the joints.

- Remove rocker oil supply line. Discard copper 

washers.

- Remove the rocker assemblies with the 

pedestals from cylinder heads.
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- Remove the push rods and keep them safely 

aside to avoid damage.

- Loosen cylinder head bolts.  

Note: There are 7 bolts per cylinder head. 

(3 nos. short and 4 nos. long)

- Punch cylinder head numbers on each head 

according to the cylinder it is to be removed 

from.

- Remove  cylinder heads.
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- Remove both the Lubricating spin-on oil filter 

cartridges with a strap tool and discard both 

cartridges.

- Remove the oil sump.  Discard the joint.

(if provided).

- Dismantle and remove the suction tube 

assembly with bracket. Discard the joint.
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- Remove the delivery pipe. Discard the 

joint.

- Loosen con rod cap bolts a few threads. 

- Gently tap with a plastic hammer on the bolts 

head to dislodge the cap from the con-rod.

- Remove the con-rod cap with the bearing 

shell. 

      Caution: Do not disturb the bearing shells 

seating position in the con-rod shank and 

cap.
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- Rotate the crankshaft to a convenient position, 

push the piston and con-rod assembly out 

from the top of the cylinder liner.

- Refit the con-rod and cap and punch cylinder 

number on the 'I' section of the con-rod shank, 

in accordance to the cylinder number it is 

removed from. Follow this procedure with 

other con rod assemblies also.

- Remove piston rings from the piston. Discard 

them.
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2.2) Cleaning and Inspection of parts

Note: Before inspection all components should be cleaned properly

To ensure satisfactory performance of the engine after overhauling all components should be cleaned 

thoroughly with all traces of carbon and other deposits removed without scratching or damaging them.

Cleaning can be done with Kerosene, diesel or even petrol. Chemicals and solvents, which do not affect 

or damage the components, can also be used for cleaning. 

Caution: Avoid using sharp instruments, emery paper, steel wool or steel brush for cleaning This 

can damage the polished surface and fine finish of the components.

After cleaning unserviceable components should be discarded. Components, which can be 

reconditioned and used, must be reconditioned.

Before commencing assembly of a unit/ sub-assembly its entire component should be again cleaned 

with clean fuel oil dried and used.

- Do not separate the piston and the connecting 

rod unless needed.

- If pistons are to be separated from the 

connecting rods, number the pistons on the 

inside with the corresponding connecting rod 

number.

- Remove carbon deposits from the piston 

crown with a blunt screwdriver or with the old 

discarded piston ring to avoid scratching.

- If the carbon deposition on the top of piston is 

not hard, the carbon deposition can be 

cleaned with clean diesel.
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- Remove carbon deposits from piston ring 

groove with old discarded piston ring. (Refer 

to inspection and Service procedure No.- 4.5)

- After cleaning, check the piston for piston or 

ring groove damage, replace the piston if 

required (Refer to Inspection and Service 

procedure No.- 4.5)

- Check the radial play between the small end 

bush and the piston pin. (Refer to Inspection 

and Service procedure No.- 4.5 for piston pin 

outside diameter and Refer to Inspection and 

Service procedure No.- 4.4 for connecting rod 

small end bush inside diameter). If play is 

excessive replace the small end bush or the 

piston pin or both.

- Inspect the con-rod and cap assembly (Refer 

to Inspection and Service procedure No.- 4.4) 

- Replace the con-rod if found damaged / 

defective. 

Note: When replacing con-rod assembly, 

ensure that the new con-rod is of the same 

mass balance range.

- Inspect con-rod bolts for elongation and other 

damages, replace bolt if required (Refer to 

Specification Data)

- Remove one cylinder liner from the block with 

tool No.F6.950.12.0.00 and inspect the liner 

externally and also the block condition.

- Inspect the cylinder liner condition visually for 

wear, step and scratch marks etc. and also 

with a dial bore gauge. (Refer to Inspection 

and Service procedure No.- 4.3) 
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- Clean new piston ring sets and check their 

condition before fitting.

Check Butt clearance of the new rings-. (Refer 

to inspection & Service procedure No.- 4.16). 

(Refer to Specification Data)

- Clean the cylinder heads.

-     Check the machined surface for pitting marks 

etc. (Refer to inspection and Service 

procedure No.- 4.6).

- Using a valve spring compressor tool 

No.F6.950.26.0.00 Remove the valve 

assembly.

- Remove the valve stem seals and discard 

them.

- Check the inlet and exhaust valve seat inserts 

in the head. Repair/ replace them as 

required.

- Check valve seat condition of valve. If 

required carry out valve lapping.

- De-carbonize, clean the air inlet and exhaust 

ports in the head it. (Refer to Inspection and 

Service procedure No.- 4.6)

Valve face Valve recess Head faceStraight edge

- Check the valve recess. (Distance between 

valve face and cylinder head's machined 

surface. (Refer to Inspection and Service 

procedure No.- 4.11).  (Refer to Specification 

Data) Before removing the valves from the 

head number the valves according to the 

cylinder head number.
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- Check clearance between the valve guides 

and valve. If clearance exceeds the 

prescribed limits replace valve guides or valve 

or both.

Note: Use mandrel F6.950.27.0.00 for

pressing inlet valve guide and use mandrel 

F6.950.25.0.00 for pressing exhaust valve 

guide.

- After re-assembly of the valve, check 

assembly for good  sealing  by the  'fuel leak 

test.' (Refer to Inspection and Service 

procedure No.- 4.24)

- Inspect cylinder head bolts, for thread 

damage, elongation and cracks. Replace 

damaged bolts. (Refer to Specification 

Data)

- Inspect the valve rocker assembly

Check oil passage is clean.

- Check rocker lever toes for wear. Replace 

damaged levers if toes are damaged.

- Inspect condition of the rocker adjusting 

screws and nuts. Replace as required.

- Check the Turbocharger for Axial and Radial 

play. If play exceeds the recommend limits, 

recondition the Turbocharger. (Refer to 

Turbocharger Specification Data) (Refer to 

Inspection and Servicing procedure No. 4.10) 

Note:  To check the radial play the rotor shaft 

will have to be moved up and down in a see 

saw fashion, with the dial gauge attached to 

the turbine wheel.

Axial play

Radial play

- Inspect push rods for bend or other damages. 

Note: Concentricity of push rod can be 

checked by rolling them on a smooth flat 

surface or surface plate 

with the palm of the hand.

- Check the push rod cup 

and cone. Replace 

damaged rods.
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- Remove the old joint from the manifold face 

with the help of a blunt metal piece.

- Separate the three parts of the exhaust 

manifold. Remove and discard compression 

rings. De-carbonize and clean the exhaust 

manifolds. Inspect it for cracks and damages. 

(Refer to Inspection & Service procedure 

No.- 4.40)
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2.3) Assembly 

Important: All joints, gaskets, 'O' rings and 

copper washers should be replaced when re-

assembling the engine.

- Replace the liner joint rings if liners are 

removed even for inspection, refit the liner 

with new set of liner joint rings only. 

- Apply 'Zeelac' or any recommended gasket 

adhesive to the liner collar cavity in the 

crankcase. This prevents water leak from the 

joints.

-  Check for the cleanliness

- Slide up the top ring into the groove provided 

on liner. For 250 kVA engines, the liner seat 

on crankcase is to be lapped by corresponding 

liner using smooth emery. No 'O' ring is to be 

used for 250 kVA.

- Insert bottom sealing 'O' Rings into Annular 

grooves provided in crankcase and apply 

 soap water solution to the liner and fit it in.

- Introduce cylinder liners into bores of 

crankcase after observing their identification 

marks (A Type / B Type) and press liner into 

crankcase face.

- Assemble the piston and connecting rod.          

( Refer to Inspection and Service procedure  

No.- 4.15)

- Check butt -clearance of the new piston rings. 

(Refer to Inspection and Service procedure 

No.- 4.16 ) If butt clearance is excessive even 

with new rings replace the liners.

- Fit the checked new piston rings in their 

respective Piston grooves with a ring 

expander. (Refer to Inspection and Service 

procedure No.- 4.18)

- Set the ring gaps at 120° interval to each other 

(Do not set the ring gaps along piston pin's 

axis.)
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- Insert the pistons and connecting rod 

assemblies with bearings in their respective 

cylinder liner with a piston inserting sleeve 

no.F6.950.10.0.00. Assemble the connecting 

rod cap to the shank and torque the bolts as 

specified. (Refer to Inspection and Service 

procedure No.- 4.21).

- Fit new 'O' ring to the oil pump outlet 

bore.

- Fit one end of the delivery tube into the 'O' 

ring and bolt the other side with a new joint 

and tighten the flange.  

- Assemble the suction tube assembly with a 

new joint and with the clamping bracket. Install 

a new sump joint and fit the sump to the 

engine.

- Apply 'Loctite 242' or equivalent thread- seal 

adhesive to the sump bolt threads and tighten 

the bolts evenly as specified. (Refer tightening 

torque chart table in section 1, on page 7). 

- Fit the drain plug with new sealing washer.

- Fit new cylinder head gasket in dry condition 

to each cylinder. Do not apply any gasket 

cement.

- Fit correct heads to their respective cylinders. 

Loosely fit the head bolts.

- Fit the inlet and exhaust manifolds with new 

joints to the heads and tighten the fasteners. 

(This to align the heads before tightening 

them.)

- Tighten the head bolts as per the sequence 

and tighten to the prescribed torque. ( Refer 

to tightening Torque table in section 1, on 

page 7).  
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- Insert the push rods.

- Assemble .the rocker pedestal and lever 

assembly; and tighten to the specified torque. 

(Refer tightening torque table in section 1, on 

page 7). 

- Fit the rocker oil pipeline with new washers.

- Carry out tappet setting. (Refer to Inspection 

and Service procedure No.- 4.28).

- Fit reconditioned / repaired injector with new 

nozzle washer.

- Fit and tighten the injector fork and nut. (Refer 

tightening torque table in section 1, on      

page 7). 

- Fit the rocker covers with new joints.

( Rocker cover with oil filler, cover should be 

fitted on 3rd cylinder.)

- Fit new thermostat elements with new 'O' rings 

and fit the cover.

- Wipe the HP pipe externally. Remove the 

protective covers from the pipe ends and 

clean the pipes internally with dry compressed 

air.

- Connect HP pipes between the pump and 

injectors.

- Fit the water air-venting pipe with new 

washers.

- Assemble the turbocharger on to the exhaust 

manifold with new gasket

- Connect the turbocharger oil inlet and oil drain 

pipes with new joints.

- Connect fuel overflow pipe with new copper 

washers. Reconnect the fuel return line.
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- Fit the fan.

- Fit the reconditioned alternator.

- Fit new V belt for alternator and tighten as 

specified.

- Fit new V belts for the fan drive arrangement 

and tighten as specified.

- Install the radiator with new hoses and hose 

clips.

- Check if radiator cap is in good condition and 

as per specification and in good condition. If 

not as per specification replace cap.

- Reconnect the air pipe between the 

turbocharger the CAC with new hoses and 

clips.

- Connect the outlet pipe from the charge air 

cooler to the air inlet manifold with new hose 

and clips.

- Connect the serviced air cleaner to the engine 

with hose and clips.

- Align and fit exhaust outlet pipe with new 

sealing rings and a new joint.
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- Service the fuel strainer under the fuel feed 

pump.

- Replace the Pre and Micro fuel filter 

elements.

- Reconnect the alternator.

- Fit new Lube. oil filter cartridges (Refer to 

Inspection and Service Procedure No.- 4.29).

- Service the Centrifugal Filter unit. (Refer to 

Inspection and Service Procedure No.- 4.38)

- Connect fuel line. Remove air from the fuel 

system. (Refer to Inspection and Service 

Procedure No.- 4.30)

- Fill fresh engine oil in the sump as

recommended in the maintenance manual.

- Fill radiator with plain soft water and check for 

leaks. Do not fit the radiator cap.

- Reconnect the battery.

- Start and run the engine on low idling 

speed.

- Immediately after starting the engine check oil 

pressure. It should be within the limits as 

specified in the Maintenance Manual.

- Check for oil, water and air leak  rectify 

these.

- Check the alternator is charging the battery.

- For radiator cleaning refer to radiator cleaning 

procedure with 'K Clean', No.- 4.41). 

- Refill radiator with Coolant 'K-Kool Super 

Plus'.  

- Engine is ready for testing.

- Engine testing: 

Start the engine, warm it and toad it in steps at 

25%, 50%, 75% and 100% load at intervals of 

30 minutes each. During this time check and 

log the oil pressure and water temperature 

at regular intervals.
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3) Major Overhaul

3.1) Engine Dismantling Instructions

- Disconnect fuel line from the fuel tank.

- Disconnect the engine from the driven unit.

- For the engine dismantling procedure for 

upper half portion of the engine, refer 'Engine 

Top Overhauling', Section 2 on page nos.

1 to 15.

- The additional points are as below.

- Remove the fan driving arrangement.

- Remove water pump assembly.
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- Dismantle the crank pulley

- Unscrew the centre bolt and remove the 

driving hub with the of F6.950............... 

- Disconnect the electric starter and send it for 

reconditioning to an auto electrician. (Refer 

inspection and Servicing Procedure No.- 4.33).
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- Dismantle the lube oil pipe assembly between 

the oil cooler and the filter header.

- Remove the oil filter header from the 

crankcase.

- Remove the lube oil cooler assembly from the 

crankcase. Discard the joint. 

- Dismantle and separate the oil-cooling 

element from the assembly.
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- Loosen and remove the flywheel. Inspect the 

condition of the starter ring. 

- Replace the starter ring if it is damaged.

- Remove the 

flywheel housing. 

- Discard the Oil seal 

and joint.

- Disconnect and remove the oil supply line to 

the Fuel pump.

- Remove the fuel pump from the engine 

together with the flange, adapter and gear.

- Dismantle the fuel pump and send it to a 

MICO / Motorpal service dealer  for 

reconditioning / re-calibration.

- Remove the breather assembly with the pipe.
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- Remove the gear casing assembly. Discard 

the Oil seal and joint.

- Remove the intermediate gear. 

- Normally thermostat does not require any 

maintenance....
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- Check the camshaft end play.

- Unscrew the bolts of the thrust plate. Fully 

press tappets in their bores and pull out the 

camshaft, guiding it out from the central 

bearing zone through the opening in the 

crankcase.

- Remove the front plate. Discard the joint.

- Remove the intermediate gear hub with 

special tool F6.950.14.0.00 and ring assembly.
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- Loosen and remove the main bearing caps.

- Check the crankshaft endplay to establish the 

condition of thrust washer and crankshaft. 

(Refer to engine Specification).

- Dismantle the lubricating oil pump assembly. 

Remove and discard the 'O' ring from the oil 

pump outlet port.
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- Remove the crankshaft from the 

crankcase.

- Remove and discard the bearings and thrust 

washers from the crankcase and caps.

- Remove the relief valve assembly from the 

lube oil  filter header.

- Discard sealing washer and the rubber 'O' 

ring..

- Remove the core plugs, screw plugs from the 

crankcase. Discard the sealing washers.

- Unscrew and remove oil spray nozzles from 

the crankcase.
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3.2)  Cleaning Inspection

De carbonise and clean with fuel oil and inspect. 

Damaged and unusable components/ assemblies 

should be replaced/ reconditioned.

To ensure satisfactory performance of engine 

after overhauling all components should be 

cleaned thoroughly with all traces of carbon and 

other deposits removed without scratching or 

damaging them.

Cleaning can be done with Kerosene, Diesel or 

even Petrol. Chemicals and solvents, which do 

not affect or damage the components, can also 

be used for cleaning.

During assembly use KOEL genuine engine parts 

to ensure satisfactory engine performance.

Caution: During cleaning avoid using sharp 

instruments, emery paper, steel wool or steel 

brush. These will damage the polish surface and 

fine finish of the components.

After cleaning unserviceable components should 

be discarded. Components, which can be 

reconditioned and used, must be reconditioned.

 To remove carbon deposits from piston crown 

use a blunt instrument or use the old discarded 

piston ring to avoid scratching. Also to remove 

carbon deposits from piston ring grooves use old 

discarded piston ring to clean the grooves. (Refer 

to Inspection and service procedure No.- 4.5)

Before commencing assembly of a unit/ sub 

assembly, all its components should be again 

cleaned with clean fuel oil, dried and then used.

The engine fits, clearances and condemnation 

limits given in section 1, page nos. 8 to 14  and 

Inspection and Servicing procedures of 

assemblies (section 4) are for the guidance of 

Service Engineer/Technician, who service, 

overhaul and set the engine and carry out 

adjustments to sub assemblies.

All bushes should be replaced to avoid later 

complications and performance deterioration.

If dish type core plugs are removed during 

cleaning and inspection, these should be 

replaced and fitted again with a proper mandrel 

to avoid leakages.

Inspect all major working components as shown 

in section no 4 page nos. 2 to 9, especially the 

cylinder head, the crankshaft and camshaft will 

require extra attention.         

All critical fasteners such as con rod bolts, main 

bearing cap bolts and cylinder head bolts should 

be replaced.

Engineering Adhesives should be used wherever 

specified during repairs and overhauling to 

ensure a correct assembly and a leak free 

engine.

Before using of these adhesives it is imperative 

that all joining surfaces and fastener threads 

should be cleaned and properly dried to ensure 

proper bonding.

Engine assemblies should be built within the 

shortest possible period after cleaning to prevent 

contamination through dust and rusting.

Engine assembly should be done in a dust free, 

well-lighted and ventilated room.

If a delay is envisaged in assembly, all usable 

components should be coated with rust proof oil, 

duly labeled and stored properly to avoid rusting 

and damaging the polished surface of 

components.

CAUTION: Do not use 'Cotton waste' for 

servicing / overhauling the engine.  Use only fluff 

free cotton cloth.  

3.3) Engine Assembly

Important

It is mandatory to replace all joints, gaskets, 'O' 

rings and copper washers during engine 

overhaul.
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Engine Assembly (As carried out on the 
assembly trolley.)

- Press a new set of cam bushes in the cam 

bores with mandrel Part No. F6.950......... 

after aligning cam bush oil holes with that of 

the crankcase holes.

- Fit core plugs, screw plugs with new sealing 

washers and with flange sealant.

- Fit new relief valve assembly with new 

copper washer.

- Fit reconditioned/ new piston cooling spray 

nozzles.

Cylinder Liner

Crank Case

Liner Joint 
Ring

- Measure the liner projection above the 

crankcase (Refer specification Data)

- Fit the front plate with a new joint.

- Fit the intermediate gear hub and ring 

assembly. Tighten it in position with the set 

bolt and taper spacer.

- Lubricate the cam bushes. Insert the camshaft 

with a new thrust plate and bolt it in position. 

- Check camshaft endplay. (Refer to 

specification Data) 

- Fit the cam gear.

- Assemble the oil cooler sub-assembly.

- Fit the assembly to the engine with a new 

joint.

- Fit the oil filter header body with a new 

joint.

- Install the serviced Centrifugal Filter assembly 

(Refer to Inspection and Service Procedure 

No.- 4.38) with a new joint.

- Connect the header to the oil cooler with the 

lube oil pipe assembly and new joints.

- Fit a new thrust washer set in the grooved 

cavity provided in the crankcase and 

cap.

- Apply fresh engine oil to the installed main 

bearings and thrust washer.

- Lower the crankshaft into the crankcase.  

- Fit the main bearing caps and torque the bolts 

as specified. (Refer to Inspection and 

Servicing Procedure No.- 4.19 in section no 4, 

page nos. 19 and 20).

- Fit new liner joint rings in the crankcase 

(Before fitting liners)

- Fit the two thick liner joint rings in the 

grooves provided in the liner cavity at the 

bottom of the crankcase. This is where the 

liner skirt sits.

- Install the thin liner joint rings below the 

cylinder liner collar.

- Apply soap solution to the lower part of the 

cylinder liner. Press the liner in the crankcase 

with tool No.F6.950.40.0.00 (Refer to 

Inspection and Servicing Procedure No.- 4.3)

Oil spray nozzleMain Bearings
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- Check whether crankshaft is rotating freely.

- Check the crankshaft end play is within the 

permissible limits. (Refer to section 1, page 

no 13).

- Check the butt clearance of the new piston 

rings. (Refer to Inspection and  Servicing 

Procedure No.- 4.16)

- Press new small end bush in the connecting 

rod.

- Assemble the piston and connecting rod 

taking care that the piston and connecting rod 

orientation is correct (Refer to Inspection and 

Servicing Procedure No.- 4.15) 

- Fit new piston rings to the respective pistons 

in correct order. (Refer to inspection and 

Servicing Procedure No.- 4.18)

- Fit the pistons in the liner as under: (Refer to 

Inspection and Service procedure No.- 4.21)

- Apply lube oil to the piston rings and 

piston.

- Insert the piston and con-rod assembly in the 

piston with the use of Liner inserting sleeve 

tool No. F6.950.10.0.00

- Apply lube oil to the bearing shell.

- Insert the piston in the respective liner from 

the top by tapping it gently with a wooden 

handle and at the same time guiding the 

connecting rod to the crank pin.

- Fit correct connecting rod cap, after 

lubricating the bearing shell and tighten the 

bolts as specified (Refer the tightening 

torque table.)

- Lubricate the intermediate gear hub. Fit the 

intermediate gear with new bush after 

matching timing marks with the crank gear 

and cam gear. Lock gear in place with the 

back plate and set screws.

- Check the end play of the intermediate gear 

(Refer specification Data)

- Fit the serviced lubricating oil pump assembly. 

(Refer to Inspection and Service procedure 

No.- 4.42)

- Install a new 'O' sealing ring in the groove 

provided in the oil pump outlet port.

- Fit the suction tube to the oil pump inlet with a 

new joint. Fit the clamping bracket.

- Insert the delivery tube to the oil pump outlet, 

port and fasten the other end to the crankcase 

with a new joint.

- Press a new flywheel end oil seal to the 

flywheel housing, the flat surface of the seal 

facing the flywheel. Use seal pressing 

mandrel Part No. F6.950.03.0.00 and fit the 

seal sleeve tool no F6.950.42.0.00 to press 

the seal (Refer to Inspection and Servicing 

Procedure No.4.35)

- Install the flywheel housing to the crankcase, 

with a new joint. Torque the bolts as specified. 

(Refer to tightening Torque table in section  

no 1, page no. 7 ).

- Mount the flywheel and holder plate. Tighten 

the bolts as specified. (Refer to tightening 

Torque table in section no 1, page no. 7 ).

- Fit the flange assembly to the fuel pump with 

a new joint and tighten it.

- Fit the woodruff key and the adapter and 

clamp it with the clamping nut.

- Fit the fuel pump gear assembly to the 

adapter and bolt it and tighten the bolts.

- After matching the timing marks of the fuel 

pump gear to the intermediate gear, fit the 

assembly to the engine's front plate.

- Connect the oil supply to the fuel pump from 

the crankcase.
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L-3 L-1

L-5 L-7

S-6 S-4

S-2

- Press a new oil seal to the gear casing with 

the oil seal pressing mandrel Part No. 

F6.950.05.0.00 and fit the seal sleeve tool no 

F6.950.42.0.00  to press the seal (Refer to 

Inspection and Servicing Procedure No.- 

4.36).

- Install new thermostat 

elements with new 'O' 

rings and fasten the 

thermostat cover.

- Fit the gear casing with new joint and tighten 

as specified. (Refer to tightening Torque table 

in section no 1, page no. 7 ).

- Fit the breather assembly with new hose and 

clips.

- Install a new sump joint to the crank- case

 after applying sealing adhesive compound.

- Fit the oil sump and tighten the bolts after 

treating them with thread seal adhesive.

- Rotate the engine position. 

- Fit the water pump with a new joint.

- Fit the water pump pulley.

- Fit the driving hub on to the crankshaft and 

tighten the set bolt with the thrust plate to the 

specified torque. (Refer to tightening Torque 

table in section no 1, page no. 7 ).

- Fit the crank pulley with the spacer plate to 

the driving hub and tighten the bolts as 

specified.

- Fit the serviced radiator fan drive 

arrangement and pulley  (Refer, to Inspection 

and Servicing Procedure No.- 4.39).

- Fit the serviced belt-tensioning unit.

- Fit the alternator mounting-arrangement with 

the serviced alternator and pulley.

- Fit tappets in their bores and check that they 

are free.

- Set the fuel timing. (Refer to Inspection and 

Servicing Procedure No.- 4.27)

- Fit the serviced cylinder heads with new 

gaskets to their respective cylinders. Fit the 

bolts and only hand- tighten them. 

- To align the heads it is essential to first fit the 

exhaust manifold and inlet manifold to the 

cylinder head with new gaskets and tighten 

them fully.

- Tighten the head bolts per the given 

tightening sequence shown below and to the 

prescribed torque. (Refer to tightening Torque 

chart)

- Fit the push rods.

- Fit the rocker pedestal and lever assembly 

and torque as specified. (Refer tightening 

torque table.)

- Connect oil supply line between the cylinder 

head and the rocker lever with new copper 

washers.

- Set and adjust tappet clearance. (Refer to 

inspection and Service procedure No.- 4.28).

- Install reconditioned / repaired injector with 

new nozzle sealing washers and lock in place 

with the injector fork to the specified torque.  

(Refer tightening torque table in section no 1, 

page no. 7).
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- Fit the serviced fuel filter assembly to the 

engine.

- Fit fuel pipes between the fuel pump and 

filter.

- Fit the High Pressure pipes after cleaning 

them externally and internally with dry 

compressed air only.

- Fit and tighten the Flywheel end and Gear  

end foot.

- Remove the engine from the service trolley.

- Set the engine on its base frame.

- Fit the water air vent pipe with new washers.

- Connect nozzle leak off pipe with new copper 

washers. Connect fuel return line.

- Fit rocker covers with new joints and tighten.

Note: Rocker cover with oil filler arrangement 

must be fitted to the 3rd cylinder.

- Fit the reconditioned turbocharger with new 

gasket to the exhaust manifold flange.

- Connect the turbocharger oil inlet and oil 

drain-pipes with new joints.

- Screw in the Lubricating oil filter cartridges. 

(Refer to Inspection and Service Procedure 

No.- 4.29.)

- Fit the water pump 'Vee' belt and tighten as 

specified.

- Fit the fan drive arrangement belt and tighten 

as specified.

- Fit the radiator fan.

- Fit the serviced Radiator and Charged Air 

Cooler assembly to the baseframe.

- Fit the main air pipe and bracket from the 

turbocharger to the CAC unit with new hoses 

and dips.

- Fit air bend to the inlet manifold with new 

joint.

- Install the air pipe from CAC to the air inlet 

manifold bend with new hoses and clips.

- Fit the serviced air cleaner assembly and 

connect the same to the turbocharger with 

new hose and clips.

- Fit exhaust outlet manifold arrangement and 

bellow with new joints.

- Align and fit exhaust outlet pipe to the bellow 

with a new joint.

- Connect fuel line between fuel tank and feed 

pump.

- Connect fuel overflow return line.

- Bleed the fuel system. (Refer to Inspection 

and Service Procedure No.- 4.30).

- Fit the reconditioned starter.

- Reconnect the electrical connections to the 

starter, alternator and the safety system.

- Fill the oil sump with fresh engine oil as 

specified in the maintenance manual.

- Check the radiator cap. It should be as per 

specification and in good operating condition. 

Replace cap if required.

- Fill radiator with plain soft water.  Check all 

connections for leaks.  Do not fit the radiator 

cap.

- Connect the battery.

- After starting the engine, run the engine at low 

idle speed of between 650-700 rpm and check 

the following: 

. Oil pressure 

. External oil and water leakage

. Battery charging

. Charge Air leaks from joints. (Rectify any 

leaks noticed.)    

- For radiator cleaning refer to radiator cleaning 

procedure with 'K Clean', No.- 4.41). 

- Refill radiator with Coolant 'K-Kool Super 

Plus'.  

- Engine is ready for testing.

- Engine testing: 

Start the engine, warm it and toad it in steps at 

25%, 50%, 75% and 100% load at intervals of 

30 minutes each. During this time check and 

log the oil pressure and water temperature 

at regular intervals.
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4) Inspection Servicing and Installation of           
Major Sub-Assemblies and Components 

4.1) Inspection and Servicing Crankcase

- Clean the crankcase. Visually inspect the 

crankcase for damage and cracks. If damage 

is irreparable and will affect the engine's 

performance, replace the crankcase.

- Check the numbers on the bearing cap and 

crankcase match.

- Inspect the crankcase main bearing bore. 

There should be no fretting marks on the 

loading surfaces of the crankcase and cap 

cavity, or, heavy scratches to the polished 

face.

- Inspect the thrust washer groove cavity in the 

crankcase and bearing cap for damage and 

heavy scratching.

- Inspect the hollow dowel condition, replace 

damaged dowels.

- Clean the bores and oil passages with brush 

and clean fuel oil, blow dry with compressed 

air.

- Clean the threaded holes of main bearing 

caps by running correct taps. Where holes are 

blind, apply grease to the tap when running it. 

- Inspect the main bearing bores with a dial 

bore gauge. (Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to 

14).

- To check the bore diameter with a dial bore 

gauge.

- Set dial bore gauge to the bearing's correct 

bore size with a Micrometer. Measure the 

bores at 2 planes and at angles as shown in 

Photograph bellow and illustration at along 

side.

- Record and check the values with the 

specification Data. Record it down on a chart 

as shown the manual.

- If required, check old bearing diameter after 

refitting bearings dry in their respective bores 

and caps in the main bore and tightening the 

cap bolts with washers to the prescribed 

torque. (Refer section 1, page no. 7 for 

tightening torque table)

- During tightening take care of the following:

1. Oil is applied oil to bolt threads and 

head surface. 

2. Apply initial torque with a torque wrench. 

(Refer to tightening torque table)

3. Torque by angular method in steps, 

(Refer section 1, page no.7 for 

tightening torque table)

- Inspect the liner collar cavity in the 

crankcase, Inspect the condition of the 

bottom cavity where there are grooves for 

liner joint in the crankcase. If the ring grooves 

are damaged due to erosion or damaged 

replace the crankcase.

- Check the internal diameter of the cam 

bushes with a dial bore gauge. Record and 

compare values with the specification. (Refer 

to section 1, page nos 8 to 14). If the values 

are beyond acceptable limits replace the 

bushes. See the photograph below.
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- Remove old bushes with special tool. 

-  After bushes are removed inspect the internal 

diameter of all cam bush bores with dial bore 

gauge at 2 planes and at right angle. If any of 

the cam bores are damaged, recondition the 

damaged bore (Under KOEL's guidance) OR 

replace the crankcase. See the illustration 

below.

- Clean the water passages in the crankcase 

and the Lube oil cooler housing cavity of the 

crankcase.

-    Fit the old thrust rings to the crankcase and 

cap and measure total thickness with 

micrometer.

-   Also measure the distance (W) between the 

thrust faces of the thrust journal of the crank 

shaft.

Calculate the clearance and check with the 

specification. If the calculated clearance 

exceeds the specified limit, then carry out the 

above exercise with new set of STD thrust 

rings.

Micrometer

Thrust Washer

Main Bearing Cap
Flywheel End

Thrust Washer

- Inspect  the liner collar resting face bore in the 

crankcase .

-    Check the condition of lower liner cavity 

where the liner joint rings sits. If deep grooves 

are noticed, recondition or replace the 

crankcase.

4.2) Inspection and Servicing the Crankshaft

The crankshaft is subjected to a lot of stress 

during engine operation and gets worn / 

damaged in time. Before servicing the crankshaft 

a precise inspection of the crankshaft is 

essential. To recondition the crankshaft a good 

reconditioning facility is imperative. 

Visually inspect the crankshaft for wear, 

damages and discoloration. Asses whether the 

crankshaft can be reconditioned and used to get 

satisfactory service or should it be replaced.

Crankshaft Inspection:  

-    Thoroughly dean the crankshaft before 

inspecting it.

Support the crankshaft on 'V blocks on 

journals 1,4& 7.

Visual damage check

Visually inspect the crankshaft for damage such 

as, hit marks, discoloration of pins or journals, 

cracks etc. If cracks are detected on the fillet 

radius replace the crankshaft. For other 

damages , crankshaft can be salvaged by 

reconditioning otherwise replace the same.

Inspection of journals and pins diameters

Check the journal and pin diameters for wear 

and ovality with a micrometer. Note and compare 

the readings with the values with the 

specification (Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to 

14). See the photograph below.
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Check case hardness of Journals and pins

Check the surface hardness of the journals and 

Pins with a non-indenting type hardness 

tester, (Rockwell 'C' scale.) Note and compare 

the values with the specification. (Refer to section 

1, page nos 8 to14).

Crack detection

Journals and pins should be checked for cracks. 

This can be done by various crack detection 

method. It is recommended to use the Magna flux 

crack detection method.

If cracks are noticed, establish how deep the 

cracks are. This can be established by any of the 

these methods.

By under sizing the crankshaft till the crack 

disappears. 

If crack is deep and reaches the soft core it is 

advisable to replace the crankshaft. 

Inspect the locating journal width (W)  where the 

thrust washers come in contact. If the width has 

exceeded the recommended limit, the width will 

have to be machine to the next recommended 

over size width. 

Inspect flywheel journal flange, at the oil seal 

contact zone. If wear and deep grooving is 

noticed, replace  the crankshaft. See the 

illustration below.

Crack Case Hardened 
surface

Soft core

Check for bend 

If  a bend or twist is observed do not try to rectify 

the same as this will further damage the 

crankshaft & main bore of the crankcase , it is 

recommended to replace the crankshaft.                                               

Check for proper fillet radius on crankshaft

For details of fillet radius, refer to section 1, page 

nos 8 to14.

- Grind all journals and pins uniformly to the 

same under size limits within the tolerance 

prescribed. 

- Fillet radius of journals and pins as shown in 

must be maintained as specified. 

- Remove all sharp corners / edges from the 

journals and pins.

- No mismatch of fillet radius with diameter 

or face. See the illustration below.

Caution : Sharp edges developed due to 

mismatch will lead to stress concentration 

in sharp edged area thereby leading to 

breakage of crankshaft through fillet 

radius in running condition, which is the 

predominant reason for crankshaft failure.

– Inspect the crank gear for abnormal wear or 

damage. If found worn or damaged replace 

crank gear. Check condition of the crank gear 

dowel pin. If found damaged replace it.

Reconditioning work should be carried at a good 

machine shop wherein proper machining 

practices are followed with proper tooling and 

inspection facilities available. 

Fillet Radius
mismached

Crank gear locating Journal

Journal

Crank Pin

Oil seal contact zone

Flywheel 
Locating Flange

Crank Pin

Journal

W
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- There should be no visible tool marks / 

scratched, on the fillet radius or the polished 

surface areas.

- Sharp corners of oil holes should be rounded 

off and blended with the pin's curvature.

(See the illustration below).

Journal / Pin Dia.

Oil hole rounded off

- Thrust face of the thrust journal (No. 1 

Journal) should be machined to the 

recommended oversize (W1). This is required 

only if the endplay exceeds the prescribed 

limit even with a new standard size thrust 

washer set.

Note: Locating diameter where flywheel locates, 

must not be machined. (See the illustration 

below).

Note: If crankshaft requires extensive rebuilding, 

please contact KOEL Pune for guidance.

Procedure to be followed Before 

Reconditioning 

- Before sending the crankshaft for machining 

remove the crank gear and balance weights. 

There are 12 balance weights.  All the balance 

weights are different and hence should be 

numbered before removing. Numbering must 

be punched at site in the ascending order 

starting with No. 1 balance weight which is 

nearest to the flywheel side. For convenience 

of refitting the weight exactly, all numbers 

should be punch on the camshaft side of the 

balance weights, and also on the crankshaft 

web.

Precautions During Machining:

All journals and pins must be ground uniformly to 

the same under size diameter and within the 

tolerance limits as specified. Maintain the fillet 

radius of journals and pins as specified. There 

must be no sharp corners / edges to the journals 

and pins. The sharp corner or sharp edge should 

be removed by polishing and rounding off. (See 

the illustration below).

Crank pin Diameter
bCrank journal Diameter

a

m

n

After grinding:

- Check journals and pin diameters for cracks.

- Check thrust journal width.

- Inspect the journals and pins diameter with a 

micrometer for correct diameter. (Refer to 

section 1, page nos 8 to 14). 

- Check surface hardness of the newly ground 

journals and pins. (Refer to section 1, page 

nos 8 to 14).

- Inspect and ensure that the fillet radius of the 

ground journals and pins is maintained as 

specified.(Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to14).

- Check the straightness, out of roundness 

parallelism between journals and pins. (Refer 

to section 1, page nos 8 to 14). (See the 

illustration below). 

Fly wheel locating flange

W1

Fillet Radius

Crank gear locating Journal

Journal
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- Use correct size tap to clean the threaded 

holes in the crankshaft where balance weight 

bolts fit. 

- Clean the crankshaft and oil passages with 

clean fuel oil and remove all traces of abrasive 

material from the oil passages. Blow-dry with 

compressed air.

- Balance weight bolts should be replaced at 

every major overhaul.

- Check the new balance weight bolt. 

- Refit the correct numbered balance weights to 

their respective webs and tighten bolts as per 

specification. (Refer section 1, page no. 7 for 

tightening torque table).

-  Fit crank gear dowel pin.

- Face m & n should be square to journal a 

within 0.025 mm for all series engines stated 

above in the bulletin. 

- All crankshaft pin diameters should be parallel 

within 0.02 mm with to crankshaft end 

journals.

- All intermediate journals should be concentric 

within 0.06 mm with respect to end journals.

- The wear limit for ovality is 0.02 mm.

- For standard and under size dimensions of 

journal and pin diameters refer to section 1, 

page nos 8 to 14.

- Inspect and ensure that there are no visible 

tooling marks / scratches on the fillet radius 

and the finished surfaces of the crankshaft. 

- If oil seal journal flange is reconditioned, 

check the diameter and finishing of the 

contact zone where oil seal fits.

Checking points 

A1 A2

Checking points 

B1

B2
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4.3) Inspection and Servicing of Cylinder Liner

- Visually inspect the liner's from inside for 

excessive wear, step, or scratch marks.

- Discard the liner if step is noticed.

- Inspect the liner externally for pitting and 

erosion.

– Check liner bore with a dial bore gauge for 

ovality and taper wear at three levels 1 to 

3 and at position A and at position B (right 

angle to  position A)  as shown in the 

illustration below.

- Compare readings with the specification 

Data.(Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to 14). If 

the wear limits are reached, replace the 

Cylinder liner.

Also check the liner collar face under the collar for 

fretting or uneven wear marks. Discard the liner if 

any of the above faults are noticed or if the 

tolerances are not within the recommended limits. 

(Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to 14).

Note: Whenever refitting an old liner, or replacing 

with new liners, always fit new liner joint rings as 

specified.

Fit new joint rings as under:

- Fit the thin ring under the liner collar.

- Two grooves provided at the bottom of the 

crankcase.

- Clean the groove with a soft brush.

- Fit the2 thicker liner joint ring in the grooves.

- Apply soap solution to the liner area, which 

comes in contact with the joint ring.

- Apply 'Zeelac' or any other suitable 

engineering adhesive to the upper crankcase 

cavity.

- Insert the liner properly and tap it down 

or press it down with a liner pressing tool 

No.F6.950.40.0.00

Front A

B

25 mm

80 mm

110 mm

1

2

3

Dial bore gauge

A

A

B B
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4.4) Inspection and Servicing of 

Connecting rod.

- Thoroughly clean the connecting rod 

assembly. Inspect the “I” section of the 

connecting rods for notches or hit marks. If a 

notch is not significant, dimple it out. But if the 

notch is deep replace the connecting rod.

- Inspected the con-rod for bend or twist this 

can be checked on the parallelism fixture. 

Replace con-rod if bend or twist is noticed.

- Visually inspect the large end bore for 

discoloration and damage. If the L.E. bore is 

found discoloured or damaged, replace the 

connecting rod.

– Check the L.E. bore 

diameter with a dial 

bore gauge. 

(Refer to section 1, 

page nos 8 to 14).

- Check I. D. of the 

small end bore with 

a dial bore gauge 

(Refer to section 1, 

page nos 8 to 14). 

If any of the above 

defects are noticed 

replace the 

connecting rod with 

a new rod of the 

same mass 

balance range.

– When pressing new S E. bush, take care to 

match the profile of the bush with that the 

small end bore.

– Irrespective of the condition of the Con-rod 

bolts these have to be replace during Major 

Overhauling time.

4.5) Inspection and Servicing of  

Piston Assembly

- Remove carbon from the piston's crown with 

a blunt tool or with an old piston ring.

Caution: Do not use sand paper, wire brush to 

clean the piston. See the photographs below.

– Remove carbon from the ring groove with old 

discarded piston rings.

Visually inspect the 

overall condition of 

the piston and check 

the piston crown for 

cracks, bum marks, 

pitting and erosion. 

Check the piston's 

side wall for seizure 

or scoring marks.

– Inspect the piston ring grooves for damage, 

and other deformities.
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– Check land clearance between groove and 

piston ring with a new ring as shown in the 

See the photograph below. (Refer to section 

1, page nos 8 to 14).

- Inspect piston pin bore diameter for wear and 

damage to the circlip groove. (Refer to section 

1, page nos 8 to 14).

- Replace piston and pin assembly if any of the 

above defect are noticed.

Piston- pin: Inspect piston pin diameter at three 

places, where the pin sits in the piston groove 

and in the small end bush.

- Replace pin if diameter is minus than the 

specified limits. (Refer to section 1, page nos 

8 to 14).

4.6) Inspection and Servicing of Cylinder 

Head 

-    Before dismantling the valves assembly from 

the head, Check the valve recess. (Refer to 

Inspection & Servicing Procedure No.- 4.11).

-    Punch the respective cylinder number on the 

valve cones. The 'Inlet Valve' have a bigger 

cone diameter than the 'Exhaust Valve'.

- After dismantling the valves, with tool, discard 

the valve stem seal. 

- Wash the cylinder head.

- Avoid scuffing and nicking the head's 

machined surface when removing the carbon.

Valve face Valve recess Head faceStraight edge
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-  Inspect the valve cone for cracks, bums, 

erosion etc. Replace valves if found damaged.

-  Inspect valve stem diameter at three places 

for wear. Replace valves if stem is found 

worn (Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to14).                            

- Check both inner and outer valve springs for 

pitting, cracks and other defects. Measure the 

free length of springs. (Refer to section 1, 

page nos 8 to 14). Replace spring if required.

4.7) Inspection and Servicing of Camshaft 

-    Do not unnecessarily separate the cam-gear 

from the camshaft, unless the thrust plate 

requires to be replaced.

-     Check the cam journal diameter with a 

micrometer. If journals are worn, recondition / 

replace the camshaft. (Refer to section 1, 

page nos 8 to 14).

- Check cam profile for excessive wear. 

Replace camshaft if the cam toe or cam 

profile is damaged.

Caution: Do not try to recondition the camshaft's 

cam profile, as this will affect the engine's 

performance.

- Check camshaft end play and also check 

thrust plate condition. If end gap exceeds the 

specified limit remove the cam gear and 

replace the thrust plate. (Refer to section 1, 

page nos 8 to 14).

– Check the oil gallery along the length of the 

camshaft is clean and open.
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4.8) Inspection and Servicing of 

Intermediate Gear Assembly 

- Inspect the intermediate gear for wear and 

damage. If wear or damage is severe replace 

the gear along with the bush.

– Inspect intermediate gear's bush inside 

diameter at two places and at right angles in 

pressed condition See the illustration below. If 

diameter exceeds the specified limits replace 

the bush.

- Inspect the intermediate gear hub outside 

diameter with a micrometer at two planes and 

at right angles.

- If wear exceeds the specified limit replace the 

hub. (Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to 14).

– Inspect the thrust plate and replace it if 

required. 

4.9) Inspection and Servicing of Water Pump

- Inspect the water pump.

- Rotate the pump shaft and check for rough 

running.

- Check for leaks from the water seal.

- If any of the above defects are noticed 

replace the water pump assembly.
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Operating Principle:

In exhaust gas turbocharging, a part of the 

exhaust gas energy which would normally be 

wasted, is used to drive a turbine. The turbine 

shaft is connected to a compressor on a common 

shaft which draws in combustion air, compresses 

it, and then supplies it to the engine. The 

increased air supply enables more fuel to be 

burnt; hence the engine develops higher power. 

Increased air availability improves fuel 

combustion thus leading to lower fuel 

consumption and lesser emission.

An air is compressed it gets hot. On turbocharged 

after cooled engines this air is again cooled by an 

after cooler arrangement and then induced into 

the engine. This improves the density of air and 

improves the power output of the engine.

Turbocharger

Engine
Block

Engine exhaust
0

gas at 580  
0 to 600 C

Engine air inlet 
0 0

at ~ 55 to 65  C  

After cooler

Engine air 
inlet at 

0
~ 130 C  

Turbine Compressor

Inlet

Turbine wheel
Compressor wheel 

Turbocharger
shaft

Fresh air inlet from 
atmosphere at around 

0
25  C to Turbocharger

Central housing

Filtered ambient inlet Air Compressed Air

Engine exhaust gas Turbine exhaust gas

After cooled Air from Charge Air cooler 

Exhaust
gas outlet
from turbo-
charger at 

0500 C temp. approx

The advantage of turbo-charged engine over the 

naturally aspirated engine with identical power 

output are as follows:

+ Lower weight to power ratio

+ Lower fuel consumption

+ Lower emission

+ Lower engine noise

+ Less deration at higher altitudes as 

compared to naturally aspirated and 

turbocharged engines.

As a result, turbochargers contribute significantly 

to the protection of the environment and better 

utilisation of energy resources.

4.10) Inspection and Servicing of Turbocharger  

Pulse Operation Turbocharger 

In the pulse operation process,  the exhaust 

pipes of the individual cylinders or cylinder 

groups are separately routed to the turbine so 

that the velocity energy of exhaust gases can 

Separate exhaust gas line from engine 
to turbine of turbocharger. Arrangement 
of the cylinders according  to ignition timing 
of the engine.

A pulse operation type turbochagers are used on 

SL90 series engines.
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Exploded View of K27 Turbocharger

1  Turbine wheel assembly               16 Compressor wheel

2  Piston ring                          10 Finger sleeve (single piece) 17 Shaft nut          

3  Heat shield or a) spacer sleeve 18 O ring          

4  Central housing                             b) oil deflecting ring 19 Compressor housing

5  Snap ring           c) finger sleeve 20 Segment (compressor side)        

6  Journal 11 Piston ring          21 Hex. Bolt          

7  Thrust ring 12 O ring          22 Turbine housing

13 Back plate 23 Segment (turbine side)           

8  Thrust plate           14 Socket head bolt          24 Hex. Bolt          

9  Oil deflector 15 Washer          25 Name plate

Core Assembly.     + Overhaul kit          Secondary kit

26
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Caution: The screws are secured 

with a thread-lock seal compound 

and may be difficult to remove.

+ Remove and discard O ring (big) from back 

plate.

+ Push out the finger sleeve from the back 

plate. Remove the sealing (piston) ring from 

the finger sleeve and discard it.

+ Remove the sealing ring (small) from central 

housing groove and discard it.

+ Remove the oil deflector.

+ Take out the thrust plate and discard it.

+ Pull out the thrust ring and spacer sleeve 

from the central housing.

+ Remove the outer snap rings with snap ring 

pliers and discard them.

+ Remove both bush bearings and discard 

them.

+ Do not remove the inside snap rings if they 

are in a good condition with no wear marks.

Turbocharger Maintenance: Cleaning of 

Components

+ All components should be cleaned either 

by high pressure cleaning or by diesel oil. 

They  must be completely dried.

(See the illustration below.)

+ All traces of carbon and oil residue should be 

removed from the central  housing.

+ During cleaning take care to remove the 

stuck 'LOCTITE'  residues.

+ Clean oil passages in the central housing to 

ensure oil flow to the hot spots and high- 

speed components inside the housing.

+ Clean both the turbine and compressor 

housings by sand-blasting (where available) 

or with clean diesel oil.

Turbocharger Re-conditioning 

+ Don't open the turbocharger yourself. Please 

contact authorised service dealers for any

turbocharger  problems. 

+ The turbocharger must be repaired / 

recondtioned by authorised KOEL service 

dealer only, as special tools are needed and 

expert knowledge is required.

+ Before dismantling the turbocharger for 

reconditioning, ensure that the overhauling 

kit is available.

+ Tables and charts given in this section are 

only a guide and reference to the technician 

repairing the turbocharger.

Turbocharger Maintenance : Dismantling

+ Mark the turbine and the compressor 

housing position in relation to the central 

housing and the back plate. This will help to 

reposition housing during re-assembly.

+ Clamp the turbine housing inlet flange in a 

vice. (Vice jaw clamps must be used so as 

not to damage the flange.)

+ Remove the bolts and lock plates of the 

turbine and compressor housing and discard 

them.

+ Using a plastic or rubber mallet, tap out the 

housings. (If housing is stuck, treat stuck part 

with rust remover-cum-penetrating oil.) 

Caution: As the turbine and compressor 

wheels are now exposed, they may 

get damaged due to improper handling.  

+ Clamp the turbine-locking tool in a vice jaw. 

Using a T-spanner, loosen and remove the 

compressor nut. Discard the nut. 

Caution: Before loosening the 

compressor nut check if the nut has 

left hand or right hand threads.

+ Using a hand-press or even a vertical drill, 

press out the turbine and shaft assembly 

from the compressor wheel.

+ Carefully remove the turbine and shaft 

assembly from central housing.

+ Remove the heat shield.

+ Remove the sealing (piston) rings from the

 turbine and shaft assembly using pliers. 

Discard them.

+ Clamp the central housing (across the oil 

inlet and outlet flange) in a vice. Remove the 

screws holding the back plate. Remove back 

plate. 
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+ Check turbine wheel blade edges for rubbing

 marks.

+ Replace turbine wheel and shaft assembly if 

any of  the above defects are noticed.

Compressor Wheel :

+ Check compressor wheel blades for traces of 

rubbing.

+ Inspect if the compressor wheel blades are 

bent or broken. If blades are slightly bent at 

tips do not try to straighten them as they will 

break and unbalance the wheel.

+ Replace compressor wheel and shaft 

assembly if any of  the above defects are 

noticed.

Heat Shield :

+ Inspect the heat shield for deformity, cracks 

and erosion.

+ Replace heat shield if any of the above 

defects are noticed.

Turbocharger Maintenance: Re-assembly

+ When re-conditioning the turbocharger, 

extreme cleanliness should be observed.

+ All components supplied in the overhauling 

kit should be replaced.

+ Lubricate and install new bush bearings.

+ Fit new snap rings (dish-side faces the 

bearings) in the central housing.

+ After bearings are locked in position check 

that the bearings are free in their cavities.

+ Install new sealing rings in grooves of turbine 

and shaft assembly.

+ Clamp the central housing on a vice jaw with 

turbine side facing up.

+ Place  the heat shield concentrically, 

matching the central bore.

+ Lubricate the shaft and rings lightly. Set the 

piston ring gaps opposite to each other.

+ Insert turbine wheel and shaft assembly into 

the central housing till the rings rest on 

sealing cavity lip. Do not force the shaft in. 

Rotate shaft once or twice with the hand so 

that the rings centralise in their groove. 

Rotate again, and while rotating lightly tap 

the wheel in with the palm of the hand. The 

rings will slip into the cavity without damage.

Turbocharger Maintenance: Inspection of 

Components

Central Housing :

+ Check the housing for cracks or damages. 

+ Inspect sealing ring area at the turbine side 

of housing for wear / damage. 

+ Check the bearing bores in bearing housing 

for wear/damage.

+ Examine condition of the snap ring grooves 

for over-sizing  in the bearing housing.

+ Check the oil passages in the central 

housing for any foreign material.

+ Inspect the condition of the slinger sleeves 

center bore and sealing ring groove.

+ Check the sealing area in the back plate, 

where sealing ring fits, for wear/damage.

+ Replace all worn and damaged components.

Turbine Housing :

+ Examine turbine housing for cracks. (Cracks 

up to 10 mm in length only in the vicinity of 

the tongue and partitioning wall are 

permissible.)

+ Examine housing for scaling in divide wall of 

gas inlet. If heavy scaling is noticed, 

replace  housing.

+ Inspect the housing for deformity.

+ Replace the turbine housing if any of the 

above defects are noticed  (If supplied 

loose.)

Compressor Housing :

+ Check housing for rubbing marks. 

+ Check for deformity and any other damage 

to housing.

+ Replace compressor housing if any of the 

above defects are  noticed (If supplied 

loose.)

Turbine Wheel and Shaft Assembly :

+ Examine the shaft for scoring/wear at 

bearing seating areas.

+ Check shaft diameter at bearing areas.

+ Check if shaft is true and check sealing ring 

grooves in the shaft for damage.

+ Inspect turbine wheel for bent or broken 

blades. If blades are slightly bent at the tips 

do not try to straighten them as they will 

break and unbalance the wheel. (Replace 

turbine wheel.)

+ Check turbine wheel tips for burning marks 

and erosion.
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Turbocharger Re-assembly: Checking the 

contour gap between Turbine Housing and 

Turbine Wheel

+ Fit the turbine housing to the central housing 

and fix it with hex screws.

+ Place dial gauge pointer on the turbine 

wheel hub.

+ Press hub in and set pointer to 0.

+ Press shaft and wheel against the pointer 

and note result.

+ Remove turbine housing.

+ Heat the compressor wheel to a maximum of 
01300 C in the oven. Lubricate shaft lightly 

with oil where the wheel fits. Mount 

compressor wheel on the shaft and to initial 

torque. ( See the illustration below.)

+ Measure contour gap between compressor 

housing and wheel.

Turbocharger Re-assembly: Checking the 

counter-gap between Compressor Housing and 

Compressor Wheel

Radial clearance check

+ Mount the compressor housing to the back 

plate and bolt it down.

+ Fit a dial gauge with the plunger resting on 

the compressor wheel hub.

+ Set the dial to 0.

+ Lift the compressor wheel to the maximum 

and note the measurement. (Refer to table  

on page no.16 for fits and clearances) Basic 

torque to the shaft nut should be applied 

within 5 minutes of pre-heating of the 

compressor wheel.

+ After cooling for about 10 minutes, again 

unscrew  the shaft nut a few threads, 

apply thread adhesive such as 'LOCTITE 

242' and torque to the specified torque, and 

angle.

Caution: When applying torque to the 

shaft nut, take care that there is no 

bending effects to the shaft.

+ Rotate the shaft to check if it rotates freely 

and the assembly is correct.

Axial clearance check

Refer to the table Turbocharger Fits and 

Clearances  on page no.16.

Turbocharger Re-assembly: Checking axial play

+ Place the dial gauge pointer on the turbine 

wheel hub face.

+ Press the hub in and set the pointer to 0.

+ Press shaft and wheel from opposite side 

against the pointer and note the result.

+ Lubricate the housing bolts with a heat 

resisting compound such as 'NEVERSEEZ' or 

any other anti- seize compound and tighten 

to the prescribed 

torque.

+ To store the unit, 

cover all oil and air 

openings.( See 

the illustration on 

the  right.)

+ Carefully turn the central housing so that the

+ compressor-side faces up.

+ Pre-lubricate the spacer sleeve and thrust 

ring, and install it onto the shaft and in the 

housing cavity.

+ Lubricate and install a new thrust washer in 

the housing.

+ Fit the oil deflector plate over the thrust 

washer.

+ Fit new 'O' ring (small) with larger collar on 

top, in the housing groove.

+ Install new sealing ring in the finger sleeve 

groove.

+ Install finger sleeve along with the sealing 

ring into the back plate central bore. Insert it 

from the central housing end.

+ Lightly coat the new 'O' ring (large) with 

acid- proof grease and fit it onto the groove 

of the back plate.

+ Fit the back plate to central housing. Fit new 

screws with washers after treating them with 

'LOCTITE 640'.
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Turbocharger: Tightening Torque

No. Fitting Nut or Screw Tightening Procedure Tightening Torque
( In Nm and or angle torque)

0 0
1 Compressor wheel Basic torque and 5 + 60  -5  

shaft nut M6 angular torque

2 Back plate Tightening torque 10

3 Compressor housing Tightening torque 7

4 Turbine housing Tightening torque 20
(With anti-seize paste)

Turbocharger :  Fits and Clearances

No. Fit /Clearance  Maximum Remarks
 Limit Value (in mm)

1 Axial clearance 0.11   

2 Radial clearance 0.19

3 Counter-gap turbine-side 1.0 Between turbine wheel and housing

4 Counter-gap compressor-side 0.96 Between compressor wheel and 
housing

Turbocharger: Maintenance Periodical Inspection

Application Inspection interval

Construction equipment and Every 6 months Every 12 months Every 24 months
Genset 

Agriculture Machinery Every 6 months Every 12 months Every 24 months

Automotive Application Every 6 months Every 12 months Every 24 months

Items to be Inspected

Inspect rotor freeness

Inspect rotor play

Overhauling Turbocharger If required.

Replace air filter element As per engine maintenance manual

Replace oil filter element As per engine maintenance manual

Changing engine oil As per engine maintenance manual

Recommendations for the tightening torque  are specified in the table below. Angle torque method is 

specified for the compressor wheel shaft nut. 

The axial clearance, radial clearance and counter gap at turbine side and compressor side are 

specified in the table below.

The recommendations for the maintenance and the periodic inspection for different  engine application 

and the turbocharger rotor condition etc. is as per the table below.
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4.11) Inspection of Valve recess in Cylinder 

Head

- Before removing the valves from- the head 

check the valve recess. Valve recess is the 

distance between the cylinder head face and 

the face of the valve. This gap can be 

checked with the help of a 100 mm long 

straight edge and a feeler gauge set. (Refer 

to section 1, page nos 8 to 14).

- Insert the maximum specified thickness feeler 

gauge between the valve face and the 

straight edge. If the gauge slides through the 

gap effortlessly, the gap is said to be more 

than specified. (Refer to section 1, page nos 

8 to 14). In such case replace the valve, the 

valve seat insert or even both the valve and 

valve seat insert.( See the illustration below.)

Valve face Valve recess Head faceStraight edge

4.12) Inspection of cylinder head surface 

flatness

-  Remove and clean carbon from the flat 

surface of the head.

-  Check the surface flatness at 3 places. (See 

the illustration alongside.)

- Use a 100mm straight edge and a 0.020 mm 

(0.005") feeler gauge to ascertain the flatness 

of the head.

-  Put the straightedge on the surface of the 

head and put the feeler gauge between (the 

straight edge and the head. (Not under the 

valve cavities)

+ If a feeler gauge passes through the gap,  

the face of the head is damaged and 

requires rework / replacement. (Refer to 

section 1, page nos 8 to14).

+ Correct the flatness by re-facing the head in 

a machine shop.

1

2

3

Cylinder head bottom face

4.13) Replacing valve guides

- Punch out 

the old valve 

guide from 

the cylinder 

head top with 

Tool.

(See the 

photograph 

on the right).

- Clean the guide bores with a dry cloth. 

Inspect the bores for scoring or other 

damage.

- Insert new valve guides by pressing them 

from the head top with the appropriate tool.

Note: Valve guide pressing tools for the inlet and 

exhaust valve guide are different.

- Press inlet valve guide 

with tool 

No.F6.950.27.0.00. 

- Press exhaust valve 

guide with tool No. 

F6.950.25.0.00.  

For projection refer to 

section 1,page nos 8 

to14.

Note:  If the guide bore in the head is worn, over 

size guides, in semi-finished condition, are 

available for the purpose.

- If a guide bore is oversize, it is recommended 

that both valve bores should be reamed to 

the next oversize and o/s guides fitted.

- Press new valve stem seals with 

on the guide after valve lapping.

Tool. 
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4.14) Replacing Valve Seat Inserts

- SL-90 heads are fitted with replaceable valve 

seat inserts. The valve seat inserts must be 

removed with a chisel without damaging the 

insert bore in the cylinder head. Alternatively 

insert can be removed by cutting it on an 

appropriate lathe in a machine shop. 

- Clean and inspect the condition of the bore. 

Note:  The outer diameters of Inlet valve seat 

insert is more than the exhaust valve seat insert.

- After removing the seat inserts remove old 

valve guides and clean the valve guide bores.

- Press new valve guides. (Refer to Inspection 

and Servicing procedure ).

- Cool the valve seat inserts in Dry Ice for 

about half an hour or cool in liquid Nitrogen 

for about 10 minutes. OR alternatively heat 

the head in an oven up to 130°C. (Not direct 

fire) Fit the insert in its bore and press it 

immediately with a suitable tool taking 

reference of the newly fitted guide. Ensure 

the seat Fits squarely and completely in the 

bore. 

Caution: When using liquid Nitrogen, avoid direct 

contact with liquid Nitrogen to avoid injury to the 

body due to its sub zero cooling effect. It is 

recommended to wear gloves when working.

4.15) Assembly of Piston and Connecting rod

The assembly procedure for assembling Piston 

and Connecting rod is as below, 

- Fit the circlip to one side of the piston pin 

bore groove. 

- Apply fresh engine oil to the piston pin and 

the con-rod small end bush.

- Fit the connecting rod in 

correct orientation to the 

piston so that the connecting 

rod cap and the larger side of 

the piston crown are opposite 

to each other. 

- Fit the piston pin by the hand 

(Piston pin is clearance fit 

and should be fitted by 

pushing it) 

 No.- 4.13

- Lock the second circlip in place.

4.16) Checking Piston Ring Butt clearance

Butt clearance, also known as end clearance, is 

the gap between piston ring ends. This gap is 

crucial and should be maintained as specified. 

Butt clearance should always be checked with 

new piston rings.

illustration 

Method:

- Insert one ring at a time in the first cylinder 

liner.

- Push ring down squarely with a piston to 

about 40-50 mm.

- Measure the gap between ring ends with a 

feeler gauge.

- Follow this procedure with the rest of the 

rings from a set

- Follow this procedure with the other sets and 

liners.

- Retain the checked rings as a set with the 

respective liners only.

Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to 14 for the 

butt clearance values.

(See the photograph and 

below)

40-50 mm

Butt clearance
Piston ring

Cylinder 
liner
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4.17) Checking bearing shell Internal Diameter

- Main bearings are available in two halves in 

finished condition.

- These are available in 5 under sizes in steps 

of 0.025 mm.

- As these are thin walled trimetal bearings, 

they have to be pre-loaded in the main 

bearing bore.

- During bearing Fitting do not touch, rub or 

polish the bearing-lining surface.

- Bearings should be cleaned only in clean fuel 

oil, dabbed dried with a soft cloth and fitted. 

- While fitting bearing, ensure the bearing has 

an adequate free spread. Do not install 

bearings without or negative free spread as 

this will lead to premature bearing failure.

- Fit bearing caps and torque the bolts as 

specified. 

- Set the dial gauge to the correct size (Std or 

o/s) with a micrometer and measure the 

bearing inside diameter at 2 planes near the 

bearing parting line and in the vertical plane.

Record the values and check with the 

specification data. (Refer to section 1, page 

nos 8 to 14). ( See the illustration below.)

4.18) Fitting of Piston Rings on Piston

- Install piston rings with a ring expander to 

prevent damage and premature failure of the 

rings. 

- Before installing piston rings ensure the 

piston ring grooves and rings are spotlessly 

clean. 

- When installing piston rings, ensure the 

manufacturer's name or 'TOP' stamped on 

the ring is facing towards the piston crown. 

-    Install rings dry in their correct sequence as 

shown in the illustration on the alongside.

Top 
compression 
ring

Compression 
ring

Oil control 
ring

Ring gaps to be spaced 

at 120°. Gaps should 

not be set along the 

axis of the piston pin, 

as shown in photograph 

at right.

4.19) Fitting Crankshaft in Crankcase

-  Clean and wipe dry the main bearing bores in 

the crankcase.

- Install the cleaned new bearings in the 

crankcase bore and caps.

- There are 7 sets of main bearing shell halves.

- Six bearing halves of the set are with oil 

groove and hole. Fit these bearing shell 

halves in the crankcase bore Numbers 1-2-3-

5-6 and 7.

- The other six halves, having only a small 

groove at the shell ends should be fitted in 

bearing caps-1-2-3-5-6 and 7.

-    The bearing shell with only a hole fits in the 

4th bore of the crankcase. The plain half of 

the set fit it in the 4th main bearing cap. 
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When fitting ensure

+ Bearings are fitted dry. (Do not apply oil to 

the bearing back or the bore.)

+ Bearing shells must Fit tight with a spring 

action in the bore cavity. (Good Free 

Spread)

- Fit the thrust washers in the grooves provided 

in the first bearing cap and bore.

- Wipe the crankshaft journals with a soft cloth.

- Apply fresh oil to crank journals, the installed 

bearings and thrust washers.

-     Lower and settle the crankshaft in the 

crankcase.

- Hand rotate the crankshaft and see that it is 

free.

- Fit bearing caps after checking the cap 

numbers. (No 1 being nearest to the 

flywheel).

- Fit correct bearing caps, after lubricating 

bearings and checking the bearing locating 

notches on the crankcase and bearing caps 

are on the same side.

- Tighten the main bearing cap bolts from 

centre cap and going outwards after ensuring 

that:

a. Bolt threads are lubricated with engine oil.

      b.  Initial torque  is applied with torque 

wrench from centre cap  and going 

outwards

c. Final angular tightening is carried out in 

steps,  starting from the centre cap and 

going outwards. 

For initial and final torque refer section 1, 

page no. 7 for tightening torque table)

- Rotate the crankshaft by hand, it should 

rotate free and smooth.

- Inspect the crankshaft end play (Refer to 

Inspections. Servicing Procedure No.- 4.20)

4.20) Checking Crankshaft end play

Before dismantling the crankshaft from the 

crankcase endplay should be checked to 

establish whether to machine the thrust journal 

and use over size thrust washers or only to use a 

new set of Std. thrust washers. Crankshaft 

endplay must be checked either with a feeler 

gauge or a dial gauge. (For accurate reading the 

dial gauge is preferred.)

Checking with Feeler Gauge

+ Shift the crankshaft towards the flywheel end 

side with a lever.

+ Insert the maximum permissible limit 

thickness feeler gauge (Refer to section 1, 

page nos 8 to14). in the gap between the 

thrust washer and the crankshaft locating 

journal face. If the feeler gauge should slide 

freely, this indicates the end play limit is 

exceeded. If feeler gauge does not go in, this 

shows thrust clearance is within limits. Keep 

on checking the gap with thinner and thicker 

feeler gauge till the gauge slides in firmly and 

smoothly.

Checking with Dial Gauge 

+ Fit a dial gauge on the crankcase with the 

pointer touching the crankshaft hub. 

+ Push the crankshaft away from the dial 

gauge with a lever. 

+ Set the dial needle at '0'. 

+ Again shift the 

crankshaft towards 

the dial 

gauge. 

+ Check the 

reading and 

confirm whether 

the end play is 

within the 

specified limit. 

(Refer to section 

1, page nos 8 to 

14).(See the 

photograph at 

right).
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4.21) Fitting Piston and Connecting rod 

Assembly in liner

- Wipe and lubricate the cylinder liner to be 

assembled.

- Select piston and con-rod assembly for that 

cylinder. Set the piston rings gaps at 120' 

interval. Ensure that the gaps are not in line 

with the piston pins axis.

- Lubricate piston rings and fit the piston with 

rings in the ring inserting guide tool No. 

F6.950.10.0.00

- Separate the con-rod cap from the con-rod 

shank and lubricate the bearing shell.

- Wipe and lubricate a crank pin of a cylinder. 

Rotate the crankshaft to TDC position.

- Ensure arrow on piston crown is towards the 

gear end side when inserting the connecting 

rod in the liner from the top.

- Tap piston down with a wooden handle, at the 

same time guiding the connecting rod large 

end bore towards the crank pin till it fits 

snugly on it.

- Fit the cap after ensuring that the bearing 

notches are on the same side.

- Torque the connecting rod bolts evenly and 

firmly. (Refer section 1, page no. 7 for 

tightening torque table)

- Follow the procedure with the other piston / 

connecting rod assemblies. (See the 

photograph below).

4.22) Valve Lapping

After taking corrective actions taken on heads 

and valves, valve lapping should be carried out to 

ensure proper compression of the trapped air for 

good combustion. If new valves and seats are 

fitted, then only a lightly lapping with the 'fine' 

lapping paste will ensure a good sealing, but if 

seat/s and the valve cones are refaced, then the 

complete valve lapping procedure is required.

Burnt and cracked valves should be replaced.

Valves with less rim thickness should be 

replaced. (Refer to section 1, page nos 8 to 14).

-  Apply a small quantity of 'coarse' lapping 

compound on the valve seat on

-  Clean the valve stem, apply fresh oil to the 

valve stem and insert it in the respective 

valve guide.

Caution:   Ensure that no valve grinding 

paste touches the valve stem or valve 

guide.  This will damage both the valve 

guide and the valve stem.

- Lap the valve and the-valve seat insert using 

a commercially available cupped valve-

grinding tool. Rotate the valve back and forth 

by half turns with a gentle but firm pressure.

- Every few turns, lift the valve up slightly off its 

seat and give it a half turn and tap. This is 

essential to spread the grinding paste 

uniformly.

- Keep grinding until the rough gritty feeling of 

the coarse compound becomes smooth.

- Remove the valve, wipe the compound from 

the valve and seat and check the contact line 

pattern.

Caution: Maintain a separate cloth and 

some fuel for cleaning off the compound 

from the valve cone and seat inserts. This 

is prevent damage to the valve stem and 

guides by mistake.

- When a good flawless lapping pattern is 

achieved on the valve and insert seat, lap the 

valve again but with the 'fine' lapping 

compound.
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- After finishing lapping, visually inspect both 

the valve and the valve seat insert. 

A flawless even finish contact line pattern 

should appear on both surfaces without 

scratch or depression marks.

Note: After fine lapping, if a line or scratches is 

visible on either of the seats, Lap it again very 

lightly with the fine compound. 

Wash the valves and cylinder head in clean fuel 

oil and remove all trace of the harmful abrasive 

materials. Dry with compressed air.

Before assembling the valves, re-confirm the 

lapped seating is good. This can be checked by a 

'pencil erase test.' (Refer to Inspection and 

Servicing Procedure No.- 4.23).

Assemble the valves correctly with new stem seal 

in their original seats after lubricating the stem 

and guide.

After locking the valve it is good practice to check 

for good sealing by the fuel leakage test. (Refer 

to Inspection & Servicing Procedure No.- 4.24.)

4.23) Checking valve seat by Pencil Erase 

Test

The pencil erase test is a simple test. It should be 

carried out before assembling of the valve to the 

cylinder head. This test ensures proper valve 

seating.

Method

- Draw a zigzag line on the lapped valve's seat 

surface with a soft lead pencil as shown in the 

illustration below.

- Fit the valve in its place in the head and turn it 
0once to 90 or 1/4 turn with a slight but 

firm pressure.

- Pull the valve out and inspect the pencil line. 

The lines should be erased from both the 

seats as shown in the illustration below. This 

proves a proper mating and good sealing.

4.24) Valve checking by Fuel Leakage Test

- After assembling the lapped valves, lock the 

collar, spring and cone in position with the 

valve collets. Pour clean fuel oil into the air 

inlet and subsequently exhaust gas ports.

- Check if the liquid leaks out between the 

valve face and seat. 

- No fuel oil will leak out between the seats if 

sealing is effective.

- If sealing is ineffective, fuel will leak out 

between a valve and seat. This oil leak may 

be due to dirt on the valve seat. Tap the valve 

lightly on the stem with a hammer to remove 

the leak.

(See the photograph 

below).

4.25) Inspection and Servicing of 

Oil Spray Nozzles 

It is recommended to check the oil spray nozzle 

before refitting these back to the engine. Old 

unserviceable oil spray nozzles should be 

replaced with new oil spray nozzle. The criteria to 

retain the old nozzles are as follows :

Min actuating Pressure 0.4 kg/cm2(minimum)

Min. spray length. 40 mm (minimum)

Spray angle 5° at 40 mm length (Radius of 25 

Above can be checked with the help of a card-

board disc.

Old spray nozzles must be checked before 

refitting them or this can lead to piston damage.
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4.26) Checking Gear back lash

Backlash is the oil gap between gear teeth. To 

check gear backlash a dial gauge is used.

- Attach the dial gauge pointer on any one 

tooth of a gear whose backlash is required to 

be checked.

- Engage the tooth to one side and set the dial 

to '0'.

- Lightly oscillate the gear back and forth within 

its free movement.

- Check the reading on dial gauge.

- Repeat this procedure at four points of the 

gear at right angles. The average reading will 

be the backlash.

Compressor Gear (Optional)

Camshaft Gear 

Intermediate Gear 

Fuel pump Gear 

Crank Gear 

Lube oil pump idler Gear 

Lube oil pump Gear 

Recommended Gear Back lash

1. Intermediate Gear  0.127- 0.322 mm

and Crank Gear

2. Oil pump Idler gear 0.078- 0.221 mm

and Crank gear

3. Oil Pump driving gear 0.076- 0.436 mm

and Idler Gear

4. Cam Gear 0.106- 0.277 mm

and Intermediate Gear

5. Intermediate gear 0.106- 0.277 mm

and Fuel Pump Gear

6. Compressor Gear       0.129- 0.398 mm

(Optional) and Cam Gear
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4.27) Fuel Timing setting

Setting Fuel injection timing on SL90 having 

different makes of Fuel Pumps.

Normally the “SPILL CUT METHOD” is used in 

the field to set the fuel pump timing. 

On the SL90 type of engines this method differs 

from other KOEL engines.

On the SL90 engines, installing the fuel pump to 

the engine; and setting the fuel-timing by spill cut 

method differs from other KOEL engines. 

On other KOEL engines an opening is provided 

to the gear casing to fit the fuel pump gear and 

adjust the timing. 

On the SL90 engines as no window is provided in 

the gear casing the entire pump, gear and the 

other related components are assembled outside 

and fitted to the engine.

As different makes of Fuel Pumps are fitted on 

different versions of SL-90 engines the fuel timing 

are different with different makes of pump. (See 

chart)

Sr. Engine Type   Fuel Pump Fuel timing

No  kVA rating. Make (°BTDC)

1500 rpm 1800 rpm

1 SL9088TA1 MICO 16 -

2 SL9088TA MICO 16 18

3 6SL1500TA1 MOTORPAL 12 -

4 6SL1500TA MOTORPAL 12 20

5 SL908800TA MOTORPAL 10 -

(250kVA)

and 

(140 kVA)

(160 kVA)

(180 kVA)

(200 kVA)

MICO or MOTORPAL Fuel pump

The pump and gear assembly must be 

assembled outside and fitted to the engine 

without pre-locking it. 

Both the MICO and MOTORPAL fuel pumps are 

provided with a punched notch on the drive shaft 

face to indicate cylinder No.1 position.

a. On the MICO pump, when the notch mark is 

at 5 o'clock position as on the clock face, No 1 

plunger is at spill cut position. See the 

illustration below.

MICO PUMP

Fuel Pump Shaft 

Notch
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b. On the MOTORPAL pump, when the notch is 

at 3 o'clock position as on the clock face No.1 

plunger is at spill cut position. See the 

illustration below.

MOTORPAL PUMP

Fuel Pump Shaft 

Notch

Installing MICO & MOTORPAL Pump:

Method 

- Rotate the fuel pump gear till the notch on the 

shaft comes to the required clock face position 

according to the pump make.

- Insert the pump and mesh the fuel pump gear 

and the intermediate gear. Bolt the flange 

securely. 

- Caution: When meshing the fuel pump gear 

with the intermediate gear, ensure the pump's 

drive shaft does not turn due to prevailing 

spring pressure before the gears are meshed. 

- After meshing check the notch position is 

correct as per the stipulated clock face 

position desired for the pump. This can be 

done from the small window in the gear cover.

- Adjust the final 'Spill Cut' by turning the fuel 

pump as required. 



Taking Fuel Timing

- Unscrew No.1 delivery valve holder 

- Remove the delivery valve from the delivery 

valve holder, but retain the delivery valve 

spring. 

- Refit the valve holder and tighten firmly. 

Fit a `Swan neck' pipe or a high-pressure pipe to 

the valve holder. (The free opening of the swan 

neck pipe should be below the fuel pump valve 

holder level.)

- Connect the fuel line to the fuel pump inlet. 

- Loosen the 4 fuel pump to the flange holding 

nuts.

- Operate the hand priming pump till fuel flows 

out freely from the swan neck pipe. 

- While still operating the hand pump, rotate the 

fuel pump body slowly in the counter-

clockwise direction, till fuel stops flowing. Stop 

rotating the fuel pump body. This is 'Spill 

Cut Off' point.

- On the other hand if the fuel does not flow 

from the swan neck pipe during initial hand 

priming, rotate the fuel pump body slowly in 

the clockwise direction. At a point when the 

fuel starts to flow. Stop rotating the pump 

body. This is the 'Spill Cut Off' point.

- Tighten the fuel pump flange nuts without 

disturbing the fuel pumps position. 

- Recheck the setting again.

- Start the engine & check whether engine is 

starting on cranking. If not than remove 

The fuel pump and recheck the fuel timing.
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- Set tappet clearance on both the inlet and the 

exhaust tappets as specified. (Refer to section 

1, page nos 8 to 14).

51 3 6 2 4

Method -2

By this method, multiple valve can be set in one 

position of the crankshaft. This method is a 

relatively simple, positive and less time 

consuming.

Position 1

Bring cylinder No.l to any TDC position (TDC 

Compression ORTDC Overlapping Stroke and 

set the tappet clearance as under: (Say Cylinder 

No 1 is at TDC Compression stroke. In this 

position adjust. For details refer the table and 

illustration below.

Cylinder Number Inlet Valve Exhaust Valve

Cylinder No. 1 Inlet Adjustable Exhaust Adjustable

Cylinder No. 2 Inlet Adjustable Exhaust Not adjustable

Cylinder No. 3 Inlet Not adjustable Exhaust Adjustable

Cylinder No. 4 Inlet Adjustable Exhaust Not adjustable

Cylinder No. 5 Inlet Not adjustable Exhaust Adjustable

Cylinder No. 6 Inlet Not adjustable Exhaust Not adjustable

1st Cylinder on TDC compression stroke

I  E

1 2 3 4 5 6

I = Inlet

E =Exhaust

I  E I  E I  E I  E I  E

Valves in 
overlapping position

I  E

Not 
adjustable Adjustable

I  E

4.28) Valve Tappet Setting

The SL90 is a 6 Cylinder in-line engine having a 

Firing order of 1-5-3-6-2-4. This means each 

cylinder will fire at TDC at 120º interval.

Two methods are universally practiced to set 

tappet clearance in the field.

Tools required:

- 6" screwdriver.       

- Correct size ring spanner.

- Correct thickness feeler gauge.

Method -1

- Setting Valves with Individual cylinder at TDC.

- Bring 1st, cylinder (From fly wheel side) to 

TDC compression stroke. This can be 

checked with the “T” mark on the flywheel 

coinciding with the pointer punched on the 

flywheel housing. Check both inlet and 

exhaust valves are free. This can be 

ascertained by rotating the push rods by 

hand. If push rods are not free, relate the 
0crankshaft a full 360  (Full turn).

Note: Correct valve gap setting is, when the 

feeler gauge slides firmly but smoothly in the 

gap.

+  Turn the crankshaft pulley in the 

clockwise direction till the cylinder next in 

firing order comes to TDC compression 

stroke.

+ Continue with the process till all cylinder 

valves are set as per the firing order as 

shown below. 
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Position 2

Rotate the crankshaft one full rotation (360°) and 

bring No. 1 cylinder again to TDC position. In this 

Position set the balance tappets. For details refer 

the table and illustration below. 

Cylinder Number Inlet Valve Exhaust Valve

Cylinder No. 1 Inlet Adjustable Exhaust Adjustable

Cylinder No. 2 Inlet Adjustable Exhaust Not adjustable

Cylinder No. 3 Inlet Not adjustable Exhaust Adjustable

Cylinder No. 4 Inlet Adjustable Exhaust Not adjustable

Cylinder No. 5 Inlet Not adjustable Exhaust Adjustable

Cylinder No. 6 Inlet Not adjustable Exhaust Not adjustable

Note: Valve setting can be done at whatever 

position the crankshaft comes first as shown in 

the below sketch.

1st Cylinder on overlapping

1 2 3 4 5 6

I = Inlet

E =Exhaust

I  E I  E I  E I  E I  E I  E

Valves in 
overlapping position

I  E

Not 
adjustable Adjustable

I  E

4.29) Replacing the Spin-On type lubricating 

oil filters

The spin-on filter should be replaced at every oil 

change, or whenever the oil is required to be 

changed. Both filters should be replaced 

together.

- Unscrew the filter cartridge with a strap tool in 

the counter-clockwise direction. (Strap Tool is 

commercially available).

- Unscrew the cartridges and destroy them.

- Clean the sealing surface of the filter carrier in 

the housing with a dry cloth.

- Apply a light film of oil with to rubber seal of 

new cartridge.

Screw-in new cartridge into place by hand till it is 

evenly seated.

- Tighten the cartridge firmly by both hands 
0and rotate it to 120 .

4.30) Bleeding the Fuel System

To bleed the system:

- Operate the hand-priming pump.

- Unscrew the vent screw provided on the pre-

filter's head, till fuel flows out freely without 

any air bubbles.

- Tighten the screw. Carry out similar operation 

with the micro filter.

- If, vent screw is provided on the Fuel pump 

body carry out similar operation. After 

bleeding operation is carried out, the hand-

priming pump will become hard to operate.

If the fuel system is not bleed properly, there will 

be operational problems with the engine due to 

air trapped in the fuel system.

4.31) Inspection and servicing of 

Lube oil cooler 

The plate type cooler is located in the crankcase 

cavity. In normal operation condition the oil 

cooler does not require any servicing. However 

when the cooler is removed during engine 

overhaul, it is advisable to service it.
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Servicing

- Dismantle the cooler from the cooler and 

service both the oil side and the water side the 

cooler.

Cleaning the oil side

- Immerse the cooling element in clean fuel oil 

and shake it vigorously till all carbon and dirt 

comes out. 

OR

- Direct compressed air very slowly from the oil 

outlet of the element with the element dipped 

in fuel oil. This will clean the inside of the 

element by agitation method.

- Rinse the element in fresh clean fuel oil and 

flush it with fresh Lubricating oil.

Cleaning the water side

-    Seal the oil inlet and outlet openings of the 

cooler.

-    Clean the cooler unit externally with soap and 

water solution and brush and remove the rust.

Caution: Do not use acid based or 

alkaline based cleaners. Do not use any 

sharp instrument to scrape off rust etc as 

this can damage the cooler element.

-  Dry 'the element' dry or dry with compressed 

air.

-  Re-assemble the cooler back with new joints 

and torque as specified. (Refer section 1, 

page no. 7 for tightening torque table)

4.32) Inspection and Servicing of the Radiator 

and Charge Air Cooler (CAC)

Radiator

External checking

- Check the radiator cap's condition for effective 

sealing and correct specification. Replace the 

cap if required. 

Inspect the radiator tubes for leaks. If tubes are 

leaking have these tubes repaired / sealed.

Note: Under normal static conditions, leaks will 

not take place. To properly check for such leaks, 

close the radiator's water inlet and outlet 

connections. Fill the radiator with water, and fit 

the cap and pass the compressed air in the tank.  

Caution: The air pressure in the radiator 
2

should not exceed 0.5 kg / cm  or the 

radiator will burst from its joints.

-    Check for water leaks between the core and 

header tanks joints.

- Inspect radiator-cooling fins for damage. If 

damaged is found, have the fins repaired.

- Check the water inlet and outlet connections 

to and from header tanks for leaks.

Caution: It is not recommended to 

manually clean the radiator, as this can 

damage the radiator cooling tubes and 

render the them unserviceable.

For Radiator Cleaning Procedure with 'K Clean' 

refer 

contd.....

4.41, page no. 35
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Charge Air Cooler

- Remove the plug at the bottom from the 

charge -air-cooler air outlet tank and drain out 

condensate. (See the illustration below).

Radiator  After-cooler

Hot air in from 
Turbocharger
 

Cooled 
air out to Engine

4.33) Inspection of Auto Electricals

Battery

Disconnecting the battery from the engine, fully 

charge it on a slow charge and then store it on a 

plank in a dry place. This way the battery is 

Battery State:

State Of Charge Specific Gravity Specific Gravity

(normal) (Tropics)

Fully Charged Battery 1.28 1.23

Half charged battery 1.20 1.12

Requires recharging

Discharged Battery 1.12 1.08

Must be recharged 

before use

Alternator

- Disconnect and remove the alternator from 

the engine and have it reconditioned by an 

Authorized Auto Electrician.

- Under no circumstance short circuit: the leads 

of the alternator to check if the alternator is 

developing current. This will bum the 

alternator's diods.

Starter

- Disconnect and get the starter repaired / 

reconditioned by an Authorized Auto 

Electrician. Irrespective of the condition it is 

advised to replace the bush bearings and the 

bendix of the starter.

4.34) Oil Seal Fitting

PTSE oil seals are used instead of conventional 

rubber oil seals. These seal are the 'Double Lip 

Oil Seal', one lip is for preventing dust entry 

(damaging the seal and shaft) and the second lip 

is for preventing oil leaking out. 

If installed properly, the oil seal is effective and 

will reduce wear and tear to engine components. 

However the seal will leak profusely if the right 

tooling is not used for fitting. The fitting 

instructions are given in Servicing Procedures 

No.- 4.35 and 4.36  must be strictly followed to 

avoid problems.

Direction of cooling 

air flow

Direction of pressurised

cleaning air flow

- When the engine is not in use, keep both air 

inlet and air outlet openings uncovered but 

covered with a light muslin cloth, tied over the 

openings so that air can pass inside the CAC 

tanks and dry any moisture inside.

- Always clean the cooler by pressurised air in 

the reverse direction of the cooling air flow.

(See the illustration below).

maintained fully charged and active, If it is be 

stored for a longer period, charge battery every 

30 days on a low charge. A fully charged battery 

is required, as a newly built engine will normally 

draw more current when initially cranked, and 

will take a longer time to start- Battery Specific 

gravity should be checked by a Hydrometer 

about 5 minutes after topping with distilled water.
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Housing Housing

Oil Seal

F.W.E Seal 
Pressing 
Mandrel

Oil Seal

Lip Expanding 
Sleeve Tool

4.35) Fitting the Flywheel End Oil Seal

Note: It Is recommended to use a mechanical or 

hydraulic press to fit the  flywheel end oil seal. 

Do not apply oil to the seal or shaft. Oil seal 

should be installed dry.

Flywheel End Oil Seal

- Clean the oil seal locating bore in the flywheel 

` housing.

- Remove oil seal from its packing and install 

immediately.

- Locate the oil seal with hand on the entry 

chamfer of the flywheel housing.

- Place the inserting mandrel squarely on the 

seal's metallic face and press it in till the 

mandrel stops against the housing face. 

( See the illustration below.)

Insert sleeve tool

- Fit the seal sleeve tool over the installed oil 

seal from the oil seal's steel casing side. 

- Ensure both the dust seal and oil sealing lips 

are positioned correctly on the sleeve. Insert 

sleeve tool. This is to expand the seal's lips.

- Wipe the crankshaft's locating flange. Do not 

apply any oil.

- Locate the flywheel housing with oil seal and 

sleeve to crankshaft journal flange

- Press the assembly to the crankcase till the 

dowels are engaged

- Pull out the sleeve tool.

- Fasten the housing bolts.

- The lips of the oil seal will settle after a while 

on the locating flange without any damage to 

it. ( See the illustration below.)

Caution:  Do not tamper the seal's lip by 

inserting a screwdriver or any other 

pointed instrument. This will permanently 

damage the seal lips.

 Pressing

4.36) Fitting the Gear End Oil Seal

Note:  Do not apply oil to the seal or the pulley. 

oil seal should be installed dry.

 Gear End Oil Seal 

- Clean the gear cover oil seal bore with a 

clean dry cloth.

- Remove the oil seal from its packing only 

when installing.

- Place the gear cover on a clean surface 

under the press.

- Locate the oil seal with hand on the entry 

chamfer of the bore.

- Place the inserting mandrel squarely on the 

seal's metallic face and press the oil seal, till 

the mandrel rests against the gear cover's 

face.

- Remove the mandrel.

( See the illustration below.)

Pressing

Insert sleeve Tool

- Before fitting the driving hub insert the seal 

sleeve tool in the oil seal. This is to expand 

the seal's lips.

- Wipe the driving hub, but do not apply oil to it.    

- Remove the sleeve seal tool, and Fit the hub 

while the seal's lips are still expanded.

- Locate the driving hub squarely on to the 

crankshaft to avoid damage to the seal. The 

lips of the oil seal will settle after a while on 

the driving hub without any damage to it.

( See the illustration above).

Caution:   Do not tamper with the seal's 

lip by inserting a screwdriver or any other 

pointed instrument. This will permanently 

damage the seal lips.

 

Housing Housing

Oil Seal

G.E Seal 
Pressing 
Mandrel

Oil Seal

Lip Expanding 
Sleeve Tool
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4.37) Servicing the Dry Type Air Cleaner

Dos and Don'ts of Dry type Air Cleaner 

Dos
+ Service the filter element only if restriction 

indicator  shows  Red band.

+ Check the condition and functioning of the 

restriction indicator regularly.

+ Check the vaccuator valve regularly and 

replace it if required.

+ Clean the filter casing from inside with a 

damp cloth to wipe  the dust.

+ Clean the baffle dust cover with compressed 

air.

+ Clean the main element with compressed air 

from inside-out, in the opposite direction  to 

air flow. The compressed air pressure should 
2

not exceed 3 kg/cm . The  air nozzle ID 

should be not less than 8 mm and nozzle 

mouth at least 25 to 30 mm away from the 

inside surface of the element.

+ Replace the element after cleaning the 

element twice.

+ Check the cleaned element with an inspection 

lamp for tear, perforations or any damage.

+ Wherever the safety element is provided, do 

not disturb or remove during servicing of 

main element. Replace the same at every  

replacement of the outer element.

Air inlet    
Top cover assembly  

Vaccuator valve

Grommet 

Grommet cap

Wing nut

Cyclone

Main (Primary) element

 
Safety 
(Secondary) element
Only for variable speed 
engine application

Main body

Clamp 
assembly

Restriction
indicator
mounting bush

Filtered air
to engine

+ Check and ensure that all connections, seals, 

joints are air-tight and leak- proof.

+ Ensure that the exhaust and/or oil fumes are 

not sucked in by the engine induction 

system.

+ While re-assembling the air cleaner, ensure 

that :

v The sealing ring of the element is OK and 

the rubber grommet and washer are OK 

and in position.

v The end cover seals the entire periphery  

around the air cleaner body.

v The element is clamped with the wing nut.

Don'ts
+ Do not service / replace the element if the 

restriction indicator is not showing red band. 

+ Do not clean the element by rapping, tapping 

or pounding.

+ Do not wash the element with hot water and 

soap or with petrol.

+ Do not remove/disturb the safety element 

when the main element is removed for 

cleaning/checking.

Caution

v Do not clean the filter elements unless 

the  restriction indicator is  showing red 

alert signal.

v Do not clean the safety element.

v Do not fill oil or wet any part of the air 

cleaner with oil.
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+ Do not remove the inner (safety) element. 

(See the right hand side photograph  above.)

+ Use a damp cloth to wipe out all excess dust in 

the air cleaner. Similarly clean the end cover. 

+ Thorough cleaning of the filter element with 

compressed air is recommended. Clean the 

element from inside-out, using the 

pressurised plug. (See  below.)

+ The maximum air pressure should not exceed 
2

3 kg/cm . (Too much air pressure can break  

the fiber paper and destroy the element.)   

Cleaning Procedure for Filter Element

+ Cleaning of filter element is to be done only 

when the filter element is choked which is 

indicated by a restriction indicator showing a 

red signal even after the engine is stopped. 

+ Check the restriction indicator daily. 

+ Do not clean the main element unless it is 

choked.

+ The cleaning procedure for the filter element is 

as below.

+ Loosen the mounting band of the dust cover. 

+ Remove the wing nut of the element and 

take 

+ out the element for checking and cleaning. 

(See the left hand side photograph  below.)

+ Do not clean the element from outside. (See 

photograph  above at right.)

+ The cleaning nozzle ID should be less than  

8 mm.

+ The minimum distance between the nozzle 

and the filter element inner side should be 25 

to 30 mm. (See photograph at left, below.)

+ Rapping, tapping or

pounding dust out of 

the element is 

dangerous. Serious 

damage to the filter 

will result. (See 

photograph alongside.)

+ Do not wash the air cleaner element with hot 

water/soap or petrol.

+ Carefully check a new or properly cleaned 

element for damage before its installation in 

the cleaner. Conduct the light test by passing 

a light bulb through the element as illustrated 

below. If there is any crack in the element, the 

light will pass through it. In that case, replace 

the element. (See photographs  below.)

Light visible
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+ Inspect the rubber-

sealing ring at the 

end cover of the 

element. If damaged,  

replace it. 

+ (See photograph 

alongside.)

+ Replace the main element after two cleaning 

intervals.  

+ Replace the 

inner or safety 

element every 

time the outer or 

main element is 

replaced. ( See 

the illustration 

at right).

+ Re-set the restriction indicator by pressing the 

button on top. (See photograph above at 

right.)

Vaccuator Valve Maintenance

+ The vaccuator valve at the bottom of the end 

cover helps in expelling the accumulated dust. 

This is achieved by 

opening and closing of 

the vaccuator valve 

outlet  due to the air 

flow fluctuations inside 

the air cleaner. (See 

photograph at right).

+ Make sure that the 

vaccuator valve is not 

damaged. If necessary, 

change it. 

+ Check the condition of the cup joint sealing. 

Replace  if necessary.   

4.38) Servicing the centrifugal filter

The centrifugal filter is fitted on the oil filter 

housing, it is only a by pass filter. The centrifuge 

is a super filter removing minute harmful 

particles, sludge etc up to 4 micron by centrifugal 

force from the engine oil when the engine is in 

operation. This increases the life of the oil as well 

as the engine.

Centrifugal filter servicing procedure

+ Wipe the filter body 

from the outside.

+ Loosen the center 

dome cover nut and 

remove the cover.

+ Lift the rotor and allow 

oil in the rotor to drain 

in the lower housing.

+ Lift the rotor by 

holding rotor cover 

and tap lightly on top 

of rotor.

Inner (Safety) element   

+ Service / replace the element if the restriction 

indicator is showing the red band. ( See the 

photograph below at left).

Red band

Before starting the engine it is recommended to 

manually tap out the dust.

To remove dust

+ Press the vacuator 

valve lip open. Tap 

lightly on the valve, till 

dust falls out. (See 

photograph at right).

+ Release the lips, The 

lips will close 

automatically.

+ If valve lip does not close properly replace the 

vaccuator valve. 
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+ Clean the rotor 

cover nozzles by 

using fine wire.

+ Check the 

condition of 

rubber rings in 

housing and rotor 

for cuts / damages.

+ Replace the rubber 

rings if required.

+ Blow the nozzles 

on rotor covers 

with compressed 

air.

+ Clean the filter 

bowl from inside.

+ Assemble all rotor 

parts in proper 

order and close the 

rotor cover nut with 

maximum torque of 

2 kgm.

+ Confirm rotor 

rotates freely on 

shaft.

Servicing the Fan Driving Arrangement

- Unscrew the grooved nuts. Remove the 

adapter.

- Remove the pulley.

- Remove the internal circlips and pull out the 

both bearings.

- Check the shaft, if found worn/ damaged 

replace the unit.

- Replace both bearings.

- Re-assemble the drive arrangement and 

tighten the groove nuts with a special 

spanner.

Pulley 

Outer 
Bearing

Inner
Bearing

Shaft

Bracket

+ Remove the sludge 

collected on rotor 

cover by using brush.

+ Clean all rotor parts 

by using proper 

detergent.
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4.40) Servicing the Exhaust Manifold

The exhaust manifold of the SL90 is in two or 

three parts, joined by a male and female joint and 

assisted by compression sealing  rings. The joint 

requires attention as exhaust gasses leaking from 

the joint can hamper engine performance.

- Separate two or three manifolds from the joint. 

Discard the sealing rings.

- Remove carbon and clean the manifolds from 

inside.

- Check the flatness of the manifold's flanges 

with a straight edge.

- Check the flatness of the face where the 

turbocharger sits with a straight edge.

- Clean the sealing grooves.

- Apply a slight anti-seize compound to the 

rings and to the grooves for the rings.

- Compress the sealing rings and assemble the 

joint and manifold pieces.
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4.41) Radiator Cleaning Procedure with 'K 

Clean'

'K Clean'  radiator cleaner is specially developed 

for Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd, for all water cooled 

engines.

How to use

+ Drain and flush radiator and cooling 

system thoroughly  with fresh water to 

remove loose materials.

+ Refill the Radiator with water .

+ Add 'K Clean' in the following proportions:

v  For Radiators with capacity of less than 

16 liters, add 375 ml of 'K Clean' to 

the cooling system. 

v  For Radiators with capacity of more 

than16 Liters capacity, add 1liter of 

'K Clean' per 40 liter of cooling system        

capacity.

+ Run the engine at normal operating 

temperature for 1 hour.

+ Completely drain the system flush with 

fresh Water.

 Repeat the process till drain water 

becomes clean.

+ Fill  the system with  Premix 'K-Kool 

Super Plus' immediately .  

Advantages of 'K Clean' 

+ It is provided in liquid ready to use form.

+ Designed to remove the contaminants 

commonly found in engine cooling system 

in shortest possible time.

+ Removes oil, grease, dirt and loose metal 

oxide.

+ It protects the system while cleaning.

+ 'K Clean'  is compatible with rubber hoses 

and other non-metallic parts of the cooling 

system.

+ 'K Clean'  cleaners cleans the radiator 

within 1-2 hrs  hrs while the conventional 

cleaners need 25- 50 hrs.

 

Warning

Contains : Strong alkali and should be 

handled carefully.

Avoid eye and skin contact. Keep out of reach 

children.

First aid 

In the event of contact with eyes wash with 

fresh water for 15 minutes.

If swallowed see a physician, don't induce 

vomiting. If conscious, give lemon juice or 

vinegar in an equal volume of water. 

Protect the environment

Dispose of the drum after triple rinse.  

Dispose of engine coolant should not be done 

into drains, soil, sewer system or open water.

4.42) Lube oil pump Inspection and Servicing

- Remove the pump external driving gear.

- Remove the pump back cover without 

scratching it.

– Check gear backlash between the 

internal gears at four points.

- Check axial clearance between pump 

gears and housing with a straight edge 

and a feeler gauge. If clearance 

exceeds the specified limit (Refer to 

Specification Data), replace the pump 

assembly.

- Inspect radial clearance between the 

pump gear and housing cavity with a 

feeler gauge. If the gap exceeds 

the prescribed limit replace the pump 

assembly.(Refer to section 1, page nos 8 

to 14).

- Irrespective of the physical condition, 

replace the bushes.

- Re-assemble the pump again.
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5.1) Engine fails to rotate
+ Battery run down. 
+ Defective Starter. 
+ Loose/dislodged battery cable. 
+ Engine used after a long period. 
+ Engine seized.

5.2) Engine rotates slowly and will not start
+ Battery weak
+ Battery cable loose 
+ Faulty starter 
+ Small capacity battery

5.3) Engine rotates freely, but does not start
+ No fuel in tank. 
+ Fuel Quality poor 
+ Air in Fuel line. 
+ Leaking Fuel line 
+ Fuel line clogged. 
+ Fuel Filter clogged 
+ Incorrect control lever setting 
+ Fuel pump defective 
+ Incorrect fuel timing
+ Incorrect tappet setting. 
+ Cylinder head gasket blown 
+ Engine not used for a long time 
+ Worn/damaged piston rings.

5.4) Engine has Starting Difficulty
+ Clogged /Dirty air cleaner. 
+ Poor quality Fuel. 
+ Air in fuel line. 
+ Incorrect valve and fuel timing. 
+ Faulty fuel injector. 
+ Engine used after a long period.
+ Leaking engine valves. 
+ Broken / worn piston rings. 
+ Engine needs de-carbonising.

5.5) Engine starts but stops after some time
+ Fuel filler cap vent hole blocked. 
+ Air cleaner choked. 
+ Engine has run out of fuel. 
+ Air in fuel line. 
+ Fuel filters choked.
+ Fault in fuel pump. 
+ No water in radiator. 
+ Head Gasket blown. 
+ Engine Piston / liner seized. 
+ Engine bearing seized.
+ Engine needs overhauling.

5.6) Engine misfires during operation
+ Engine used after a long lime. 
+ Air in fuel line. 
+ Faulty Injector. 
+ Water mixed with fuel. 
+ Faulty fuel pump. 
+ All cylinders not firing. 
+ Incorrect valve setting

5.7) Engine does not reach its governed 

speed
+ Choked Fuel filters. 
+ Choked fuel line. 
+ Control lever setting incorrect. 
+ Engine overloaded.

5.8) Engine speed does not remain 

constant
+ Choked fuel lines. 
+ Faulty Injectors. 
+ Faulty fuel pump. 
+ Faulty governor adjustment.  
+ Excessive governor linkage play. 
+ One or more cylinders not firing.  

5.9) Mixing of Diesel with Lube oil
+ Faulty fuel feed pump.
+  Dribbling Injector nozzle
+ Broken piston rings
+ Worn piston and liner
+ All cylinder not firing properly

5.10) Fuel Injection equipment wear 

excessive
+ Poor quality of fuel.
+ Filter element used of poor quality.
+ Water contamination with Fuel.

5.11) Diesel Knock
+ Diesel quality not as

recommended.
+ Fuel timing far advanced.
+ Injector pressure setting high.
+ Incorrect valve timing.
+ Wrong specification high-pressure 

pipe fitted.
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5.12) Mechanical knock
+ Incorrect tappet setting.
+ Broken piston ring.
+ Excessive clearance between the piston 

pin and piston pin bore.
+ Excess clearance between piston 

and liner.
+ Excessive clearance in Connecting rod 

bearing.

5.13) Excessive vibration
+ All cylinders are not firing.
+ Faulty engine mounting.
+ Mounting bolts loose.
+ Improper exhaust clamping.
+ Alignment with driven machinery 

incorrect.

5.14) Battery runs down frequently
+ Check battery condition.
+ Fan belt loose.
+ Alternator defective.
+ Defective wiring.

5.15) Engine not taking load
In case of diesel generating set, 
considering different deration as per the 
site condition, calculate  the full load 
capacity of the engine and If the above 
mentioned problem still persists then check 
the engine as per following guidelines.

Check following systems

Air and Exhaust System 
+ Air cleaner element is in chocked 

condition, causing restriction to intake 
air.

+ Turbocharger bearings, shaft worn out. 
(Indicated by oil throw from Inlet / 
Exhaust.)

+ Engine room ventilation too bad / Hot air 
getting re-circulated. 

+ Air inlet hose twisted / collapsed.
+ Incase of Turbocharged after cooled 

engines.
v After cooler is in chocked condition.
v After cooler drain plug is missing or in 

loose condition.
+ Excess back pressure in exhaust system 

due to  
v Exhaust pipe length, diameter and 

bends are not as per
recommendations.

v High carbon deposition in inlet and 
exhaust port.

v Excess carbon deposition in exhaust 
pipe line.

+  Air leakage due to
v Loose inlet / exhaust manifold nuts.
v In case of Turbocharged / 

Turbocharged after cooled engines, 
hose from Turbocharger outlet to inlet 
manifold is in cracked or twisted 
condition and/or its circlips are in 
loose condition.

Lube Oil System 
+  Wrong grade of Lube oil used.
+ Prolonged oil change over period.
+ Oil level not as per recommendation.
+ Use same grade of oil for topping up 

purpose.
+ Less Lube oil pressure and supply at 

Turbocharged inlet pipe. 

Fuel System 
+ Fuel cock not fully opened.
+ Stop lever not fully in operating position 

or touching engine parts.
+ Air lock in system up to nozzle end.
+ Fuel line chocked from fuel tank to feed 

pump or fuel pump.
+ Fuel filter elements choked.
+ Button / swivel type filter choked.
+ Mud filter choked.
+ Excessive bends and length of High 

Pressure Pipes leading to fuel throttling.
+ Standard fuel pipes not used. 
v 8mm Inside diameter for Generating 

Set application.
v 10mm Inside diameter for other 

applications.
+ Twisting or wrong connections of fuel 

pipes.
+ Feed Pump not working properly.
v Feed pump spring tension not proper.

+ Defective fuel pump due to wear and 
tear of fuel injection pump parts.

+ Injectors / nozzle dribbling.
+ Fuel injection pump control rack 

movement sluggish.
+ Fuel timing wrong.
+ Fuel injection pump overflow valve 

faulty.
+ Bypass valve of fuel pre filter is faulty.
+ Height of the fuel tank is not as per

    recommendation.
+ Copper washer under Fuel injection 

pump delivery valve is in damaged 
condition.

+ Poor diesel quality.
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Mechanical System 
+ Compression leakage.
v Cylinder head gasket torn.
v Nozzle washer.
v Worn out or pitting marks on valve, 

valve seat and valve guides.
v Improper torque to cylinder head bolts.
v Crank case stud loose. 
v Incorrect tappet setting.
v Improper sealing seat between 

cylinder head and liner in case of 
metal to metal sealing.

+ Throttling of exhaust gases in exhaust 
silencer causing back pressure on 
engine.

+ Excessive cranking resistance due to 
driven accessories like compressor, 
Hydraulic pump.

+ Problem with A/C Generator like voltage 
fluctuation because of worn out carbon 
brushes.

+ Problem on Equipment  side. 
v Less air in tyre. 
v Excess Hydraulic oil pressure. 
v Problem in Torque Convertor. 
v Chocked or damaged hydraulic filter. 

+ Worn out liner, piston rings and piston.
+ Sticking of piston rings.
+ Engine requires major overhauling.

Check following systems
Air System
+ Engine room ventilation is too bad which 

leads to rise in engine room temperature. 
(Difference between engine room 
temperature and atmospheric

0temperature should be max. 5 c. Please 
refer diesel generating set room drawings 
as recommended by KOEL.)

+ Deration due to altitude, temperature and 
power factor.

+ Dirty or clogged air cleaner.
+ Turbocharger bearings & shaft worn out.
+ Excess back pressure due to 
v Chocked silencer
v Exhaust pipe length, diameter and 
bends are not as per recommendation. 

+ In case of Turbocharged after cooled 
engines, after cooler is in chocked 
condition.  

Lube Oil System 
+ Wrong grade of Lube oil used.
+ Prolonged oil change period.

5.16) Engine Overheating

+ Low Lube oil Pressure due to 
v Faulty Lube oil temperature Gauge / 

cylinder head temperature Switch.
v Dirty or chocked suction tube strainer.
v Clogged oil passage.
v Clogged Lube oil cooler.
v Oil level too low.
v Chocked oil filter
v Relief valve sticky.

+ Matching of make of temperature gauge 
and sendor unit.

Cooling System 
+ Faulty water temperature gauge.
+ Water leakage from any joint.
+ Problem with radiator
v Wrong size of radiator.
v Less or no water in radiator.
v Radiator core and tubes chocked.
v Pressure cap is of incorrect 

specification or missing or its rubber 
seal is in damaged condition.

v Water leakage from radiator tubes.
+ Problem with radiator fan and fan belt.
v Fan blade loose / damaged.
v Reverse fitment of fan.
v Improper belt tension.
v Improper belt tension due to breakage 

of alternator bracket.
v Wrong size of belt.
v Worn out belt.
v Excess distance in between radiator 

and radiator fan. 
v Incorrect distance between radiator 

fan and shroud.
+ Problem with Water Pump.
v Water leakage through seal / pump 

mounting joint.
v Excessive water pump shaft play.

+ Problem with water connections.
v Thermostat element sticky or not 

opening at recommended 
temperature.

v Water leakage because of loose or 
cracked hoses.

+ Lube oil cooler defective or chocked.
+ Air lock in water passage.
+ Excess scale formation on cylinder liner 

due to bad quality of cooling water.
+ Problem on equipment side 
v Clogged hydraulic oil cooler.
v Hydraulic oil temperature more than 

recommendation of OEM.
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Fuel System 
+ Fuel timing incorrect.
+ Delivery valve in fuel pump is sticky or 

worn out.
+ Nozzle chocked or dribbling.
+ Standard fuel pipes not used.
+ Control rack movement sluggish.

Mechanical System 
+ Excessive load on engine.
+ Wrong or incorrect tappet setting.
+ Bearing failure which is indicated by 

increase in Lube Oil temperature and 

   reduction in Lube oil pressure.
+ In case of diesel generating set, the load 

is not equally balanced on 3 phases.
+ Turbocharger bearing worn out.
+ Piston seizure which is indicated by 

   increase in blow by through breather 

tube.
+ Broken out piston rings.
+ Worn out liner and piston.

Check following systems

+ Chocked air cleaner element.
+ Improper ventilation of diesel generating 

set room.
+ Check following points related to dust 

entry in to the engine.
v Damaged air cleaner.
v Air inlet hose connection loose or 

hose badly damaged.
v Restriction indicator damaged or 

missing.
v No / excess oil in oil bath type air 

cleaner.
v Air inlet manifold joints damaged.
v Inlet manifold nuts in loose condition.

+ Lube oil pressure gauge / pressure send 

or unit defective. 
+ Wrong brand & grade of Lube oil used.
+ Prolonged Lube oil change period.
+ Lube oil dilution with fuel / water.
+ Choked Lube oil filter element.
+ Relief valve sticky or its seat in gear 

casing is spoiled.
+ Reverse fitment of Lube oil filter element.

5.17) Low Lube Oil Pressure

Air System 

Lube Oil System 

+ Spring and/or washer inside the filter is 

missing.
+ Incase of SL90 relief valve 'O' ring cut.
+ Dented oil sump.
+ Problem in Lube oil suction line
v Collapsed suction tube.
v Suction tube strainer choked.
v Suction tube joint damaged.
v Delivery body 'O' ring damaged.

+ Lube oil pump gears or lobe are having 

excess backlash / worn out.
+ Damaged gear casing joint near main 

gallery.
+ Oil plug for main oil gallery on flywheel 

end is in loose condition.
+ Clogged Lube oil passages. 
+ Improper plugging of crank shaft oil hole 

from main journal to crank pin.
+ Lube oil leakages.
+ Defective / chocked Lube oil cooler.

+ Overheating due to defective cooling 

system. (Check all points as mentioned 

in Fault 'Engine overheating' )
+ Piston cooling oil spray nozzle breakage.

Others 
+ Dirty engine.
+ Blocked or faulty Lube oil sensor adaptor.
+ Improper tappet clearance.
+ Improper fuel timing.
+ Faulty injectors.
+ Incorrect bearing clearance.
+ Damaged main and con rod bearing.
+ Worn out liner and piston rings.
+ Engine getting overloaded due to 

following problems on equipment side.
v  Worn bearing and bushes of traction 

equipment.
v  Uneven gradients.
v  Improper tyre inflation.
v  Clutch slipping or brakes jammed.

Cooling System 
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5.18) Engine Gives Black Smoke

Check following systems
Air System 

Lube Oil System 

Fuel System 

Exhaust System 

Mechanical System 

+ Air cleaner choked / damaged.
+ Air inlet hose connections to air cleaner, 

air inlet manifold damaged.
+ Leakage of air through after cooler hose 

connections or pipe.
+ After cooler badly choked / damaged.
+ Turbocharger bearing, shaft worn out / 

Turbocharger leaking.
+ Engine room ventilation too bad thereby 

raising engine room temp.
+ Restriction in air inlet manifold due to 

some foreign particle.

+ Wrong grade and quality of Lube oil 
used.

+ Prolonged oil change period.
+ Lube oil supply pipe to turbocharger 

chocked or cramped in between.

+ Poor quality of fuel.
+ Injector dribbling.
+ Control rack movement of Fuel injection 

pump is not free.
+ Fuel pump plunger and barrel worn out.
+ Fuel pump calibration wrong.
+ Auto timer setting wrong or wrong fuel 

timing.
+ Standard fuel pipes not used.
v 8mm Inside diameter for generating 

set application.
v 10mm Inside diameter for other 

applications. 
+ Fuel timing wrong.
+ Return line blocked.
+ Delivery valve sticky or nylon washer on 

delivery valve is in damage condition.

+ Derating due to altitude or temperature.
+ Throttling of exhaust gases in exhaust 

silencer causing back pressure on 
engine.

+ Wrong selection of exhaust pipe Inside 
diameter.

+ Bearing failure.
+ Piston seizure.
+ Engine getting overloaded.
+ Broken out or damaged piston rings.

+ Worn out liner and piston.
+ Wrong or incorrect tappet setting.
+ Compression leakage.
+ Cylinder head valve seat face damaged.
+ Incorrect tappet clearance due to 
v Bending of push rod
v Breakage of rocker lever toe.
v Breakage of valve rocker support stud.

5.19) Excessive smoke during 'No Load' 
operation
+ Choked air cleaner. 
+ Incorrect tappet setting. 
+ Incorrect fuel timing. 
+ Incorrect fuel injector pressure. 
+ Faulty /dribbling nozzles. 
+ Defective fuel pump. 
+ Incorrect tappet setting. 
+ Low compression. 
+ Incorrect valve timing. 
+ Valve leaking. 
+ Stuck/broken piston rings. 
+ Worn piston rings and liners. 
+ Worn /damaged main/con rod bearings. 
+ Incorrect fuel pump setting. 
+ All cylinders not firing properly. 
+ Faulty turbocharger. 
+ Engine has come up for overhauling.

5.20) Excessive smoke at full load
+ Air cleaner choked. 
+ Derating not considered. 
+ Poor quality of fuel. 
+ Control lever not properly set. 
+ Faulty injector. 
+ Incorrect fuel timing. 
+ Faulty fuel pump. 
+ Engine overloaded. 
+ Engine over heated. 
+ Broken valve spring. 
+ Incorrect tappet setting. 
+ Stuck / broken piston rings. 
+ Excessive crankshaft end play.
+  Damaged bearings. 
+ Worn valves and valve guides. 
+ One or more cylinders not firing properly. 
+ Turbocharger faulty. 
+ Chocked charge air cooler.
+ Engine requires overhauling.
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5.21) Engine emits blue smoke
+ Wrong grade of lubrication oil used.
+ Excess oil filled.
+ Damaged turbocharger seals.
+ Worn valve stems and valve guides.
+ Worn out piston rings and liners.

5.22) Engine emits white smoke
+ Water mixed with Diesel.
+ Water seeping into the combustion 

chamber.

Check following systems

Mechanical System 

+ Loosening of cylinder head bolts.
+ Incorrect crush of 'O' rings. 
+ Rubber 'O' rings damaged.
+ Water leakage from cylinder head and 

crank case due to seepage from core 

plug on cylinder head / crank case.
v Check diameter of core plug.
v Check diameter of bore in crank case.

+ Water leakage through cylinder head 

and crank case due to improper seat of 

liner in crank case.
+ Loose bolts of plate type Lube oil cooler.
+ Water leakage from water pump seal or 

pump mounting joint.
+ Porosity in cylinder head and crank 

case.
+ Less bumping clearance which leads to 

'O' ring damaged.
+ Incorrect gap between cylinder head 

and crank case.

+ Clamping bolts or nuts in loose 

condition.
+ Damaged rocker cover joint.
+ Uneven fitment of Lube oil filter.
+ Damaged oil seal due to improper 

fitment.

5.23) Oil or Water Leakage

Water leakage

Lube oil leakage

In case of  leakage check following 

points
+ Threading of the bolt or nut.
+ Any cracks near the hole or in threaded 

portion.
+ Washer is missing or in damaged 

condition.

+ Uneven machining of seating portion of 

bolt or nut.
+ Condition of the joint / gasket,
+ Torn out.

5.24) Bearing Wear

Air System 

Lube Oil System 

Mechanical System 

5.25) Wear or seizure of Liner, Piston and 

Piston ring

Air System 

v Shifted from the position.
v Reverse fitment.
v Improper diameter of holes.

Check following systems

+ Check all the points related to dust entry 

in to the engine as mentioned in Fault 

Low Lube oil pressure.

+ Check all the points related to Lube oil 

system as mentioned in Fault Low Lube 

oil pressure.

+ Crank shaft oil hole chocked due to 
v Metal burr.
v Sludge formation because of bad 

quality of oil or foreign material.
+ Engine getting overloaded.
+ Broken out piston rings.
+ Worn out liner and piston rings.
+ Crankshaft jammed or not moving due 

to less bearing clearance.
+ Crank shaft end play more.

Check following systems

+ Engine room ventilation is bad leading to 

rise in engine room temperature.
+ Check all the points related to dust entry 

in to the engine as mentioned in Fault 

Low Lube oil pressure.
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Lube Oil System 

Mechanical System 

Cooling System 

Fuel System 

5.26) Excess Blow Bye

Air System 

+ Wrong grade and quality of Lube oil 

used.
+ Dirty or clogged Lube oil filters.
+ External and internal Lube oil leakages.
+ Defective Lube oil pump.
+ Piston cooling nozzle chocked.
+ Prolonged oil change period.
+ Less oil in the sump.
+ Check all points related to low Lube oil 

pressure and high Lube oil temperature. 

(As mentioned in Fault Low Lube oil 

pressure)
+ Lube oil pipe burst or chocked.

+ Crankshaft jammed or not moving due 

to less bearing clearance.
+ Engine getting overloaded.
+ Broken out piston rings.
+ Worn out liner and piston rings.
+ Turbocharger bearing and shaft worn 

out.

+ Check all the points related to 

overheating due to faulty cooling 

system as mentioned in the Fault 

Engine Overheating.

+ Poor quality of fuel used.
+ Fuel pump calibration wrong.
+ Nozzle choked or dribbling.
+ Fuel timing wrong.
+ Diesel dilution due to
v Damaged feed pump 'O' Ring.
v Fuel pump seal damaged.
v Nozzle dribbling.
v Cylinder head inlet valve leaking.
v Defective fuel pump.

Check following systems

Check the Running Hours of the Engine. 

Check the colour of the smoke.

+ Dirty or clogged air cleaner.
+ check all the points related to dust entry 

into the engine as mentioned in the 

Fault Low Lube oil pressure. 
+ Turbocharger bearings, shaft worn out.
+ Engine room ventilation too bad.

Lube Oil System 

Mechanical System  

5.27) High Lube Oil Consumption

Air System 

Lube Oil System 

Cooling System 

+ Check all the points related to Lube oil 

system as mentioned in the Fault Low 

Lube oil pressure.

+ Worn out valve, guide and valve seat.
+ Piston rings butt gap in one line.
+ Excess butt gap in the piston rings. 
+ Intermediate gear bush worn out.
+ Cam  bush worn out.
+ High Lube oil consumption.
+ Bearing worn out due to the faulty oil 

system.
+ Liner, piston and piston rings worn out 

due to 
v Dust entry through air system.
v Overheating.
v Faulty Lube oil system.

Check following systems

+ Check all the points related to dust entry 

into the engine as mentioned in the Fault 

Low Lube oil pressure. 
+ In case of turbocharged engines.
v Lube oil throw into the air inlet manifold 

due to restriction into the Lube oil drain 

pipe.  
v Lube oil throw in the inlet and exhaust 

manifold due to Turbocharger shaft 

and bearing worn out.

+ Wrong grade and quality of Lube oil used.
+ Prolonged oil change period.
+ Excess oil in the sump.
+ Oil level checked incorrectly. (Equipment 

not on leveled ground).
+ Wrong dipstick.
+ Lube oil leakages.
+ Excess oil supply to rocker levers. 
+ Wrong adjustment of oil metering screw.
+ Excess Lube oil pressure.

+ Check all the points related to cooling 

system which leads to Low Lube oil 

pressure and High Lube oil temperature. 

(Refer Fault  Engine Overheating and 

Low Lube oil pressure).
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Mechanical System 

5.28) High fuel Consumption

Air System 

Fuel System 

Mechanical System 

+ Worn out valve, valve guide and valve 

seat.
+ Excessive clearance between crank 

journal and bearing.
+ Excess butt gap in piston rings.
+ Piston rings become sticky.
+ Lube oil throw into the exhaust manifold 

due to 
v Engine running for longer period in 

under-load condition (less than 30 % 

of the full load capacity of the engine). 
v Overcooling of the engine.  

(Please confirm that the liquid in the 

exhaust manifold is Lube oil and not 

unburnt diesel.)
+ Worn out liner, piston rings and piston 

due to various reasons. 

Check following systems

+ Dirty or clogged air cleaner element.
+ Check all the points related to the dust 

entry as mentioned in the Fault Low 

Lube oil pressure.
+ Excess back pressure due to faulty 

exhaust system which leads to the 

overloading of the engine. 

+ Wrong grade or quality of fuel.
+ Leakages from joints.
+ Incorrect fuel timing 
+ Nozzle chocked or dribbling.  
+ Faulty feed pump leading to diesel 

dilution into the Lube oil. 
+ Faulty fuel pump
v Fuel injection pump elements worn 

out.  
v Wrong calibration. 

+ Overloading of the engine.
+ Incorrect tappet clearance.
+ Compression leakage due to various 

reasons.
+ Problem on Equipment side due to 
v Incorrect tyre inflation.
v Breaks jammed.
v Clutch slippage.
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